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1719-1796 

George Campbell was born in Aberdeen, Scotland . studied al Marischal College 
in Aberdeen, and later entered the Church of Scotland . In 1759, aflcr serving for 
eleven years as a minister , he became the principal of Marischal; in 1771, he be
came a professor of divinity as well. He served in these positions until the year be
fore his death. 

In 1758, Campbell helped found the Philosophical Society of Aberdeen. a small 
study group that included Thomas Reid, originator of Scottish commonsense phi
losophy ; Reid' s colleague James Beattie; Alexander Ger.ml, who held the chair of 
logic; and as many as a dozen others. This group was mightily influenced by Scot
tish philosopher David Hume (p. 828); it chiefly criticized but also admired his 
work. Campbell's Dissertation on Miracle s (1762) answers Hume's famous attack 
on religion (as docs, indirectly, the discussion of testimony in Tl1e Philosophy of 
Rhetoric , 1776; excerpted here). Campbell's other works arc a translation of the 
Gospels ( 1789) and three sets of lectures - on ecclesi astical history, theology, and 
pulpit eloquence - all published posthumously. 

As noted in the introduction to Pait Four, Campbell seeks to base his rhetorical 
theory on the psychology of John Locke (p. 814) and also to consider the contcmpo· 
rary concerns of rhetoric for elocution, gr.immar, pulpit oratory, and literary criti
cism. as well as the abiding connection of rhetoric with its classical roots. Campbell's 
argument. presented in Book I of The Philo.mphy of Rhewric, is that rhetoric must 
address all the mind's faculties - the understanding, the imagination, the passions, 
and the will - to achieve persuasion. In other words, rhetoric must be able to in
form and argue, to provide aesthetic delight , to affect the feelings, and to urge ac
tion. The following table summarizes Campbell's notion of the faculties, their pur
poses, and the forms appropriate for appealing to each of them: 
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Understanding {Inform Perspicuity 

Convince Argument 
Imagination Please Beauty 

Passion Move Pat/111.~ 

Will Persuade Vehemence 

The path to persuasion , in Campbell's theory. passes through each of the facul· 
tics in turn. Therefore, rhetoric must appeal first to the understanding and produce 
conviction, without which persuasion cannot follow. Convincing arguments arc 
based upon reasoning·, of wtiich, says Campbell, there arc two kinds: scientific and 
moral. Scientifi<; rcasoniQg rcl.ies. on general principles, such as mathematical ax
ioms or inductive generalizations. From these principle s, it demonstrates a conclu
sion by a chuin of logical links . But in all human affairs that concern "pleasure and 
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Perspicuity 
Argument 
Beauty 
Pathos 

Vehemence 
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pain, wisdom and folly, beauty and deformity" and in disputes where there is real 
evidence on both sides of the case, moral reasoning takes precedence over scientific 
reasoning. 

A linear demonstration of axioms and propositions can serve to present a case in 
the realm of scientilic reasoning, but rhetoric is the proper vehicle for moral reason
ing. Rhetoric deals with experience, analogy, testimony, and probability, which arc 
forms of moral evidence. This kind of evidence must be weighed and judged: ll 
cannot simply be offered as axiomatic. Moral reasoning thus presents a bundle of 
evidence rather than a causal chain. For Campbell, the purpose of reasoning, 
whether scientific or moral, is to produce conviction. Truth itself is elusive, and not 
even the strictest reasoning can guarantee its capture. Reasoning thus becomes a 
natural part of rhetoric: Rhetoric begins with the search for truth and then proceeds 
to persuasion, the attempt to move the will to ethical action. 

The topics, the syllogism, and the stages of composition (invention, arrange
ment, and so on) are unnecessary in Campbell's rhetoric. The syllogism can help to 
ensure consistent expression, he says, but it does not adequately address any of the 
faculties. And instead of the stages of composition, Campbell describes the two 
stages of persuasion: The orator must "excite some desire or passion in the hearers" 
and then "satisfy their judgment that there is a connexion between the action to 
which he would persuade them, and the gratification of the desire or passion which 
he excites."' This concept forms the basis for what twentieth-century speech com9 

munication textbooks call the motivated sequence. Campbell does use classical cat
egories to examine the occasions for speaking and the character of audiences, devel· 
oping the following scheme: 

PLACE SPEAKER AUDIENCE SUIIJECT END (PURPOSE) 

Bar E1hical Judge/Jury Law Judgment 
Senate Ethical Legislators Utility Vote 
Pulpit Sincere Mixed Religion Salvation 

All these issues are treated in the excerpts reprinted here. 
In Book II, "The Foundations and Essential Properties of Elocution," Campbell 

makes scientific linguistics the foundation of rhetoric. Here he discusses the con• 
ventionality of language and the principle of descriptive grammar: 

Language is purely a species of fashion ... in which, by the general but tacit consent of 
the people of a particular state or country, cerlain sounds come to be appropriated to cer
tain things, us their signs, and certain ways of innecting and combining those sounds 
come to be established, as denoting the relations which subsist among the lhings signified. 

It is not the business of grammar, as some critics seem preposterously lo imagine, to 
give Jaw to the fashions which regulate our speech. On the contrary, from its conformity 
to these, and from that alone, it derives all its authority and value. For, what is the gram
mar of any language'! It is no other than a collection of general observations methodically 
digested, and comprising all the modes previously :md independently established, by 

• Sec p. 927 i11 this book. 
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which the significations, derivations, and combinations of words in thal language arc as· 

certained. ' 

Herc, loo, is Campbell's now •famous fonnulation of the principle of correct usage: 
Use, he explains, "is the sole mistress of language," and proper usage is "reputable, 
national, and present." ~ By reputable, he means the generally accepted usage of ed-
ucated people and particularly of well-regarded writers. National means usage and 
pronunciation that are most widely understood throughout a country - again, usu
ally among the educated class. And present refers both lo "not absent" (that is, not 
foreign or faddish) and to "not obsolete." The last principle modifies the first two, 
for customary use changes with the times. 

In the remainder of Book II, Campbell discusses particular problems of usage 
and guidelines for making stylistic choices in diction and syntax. In Chapter 7, he 
discusses the semiotic theories of Locke, Berkeley, and Hume, finding them to be in 
essential agreement that "we really think by signs as well as speak by them." Al
though this notion suggests that perspicuity is desirable - the clarity of language 
conducing to clarity of thought - it also leads Campbell to recognize that purpose
ful obscurity has a place : for example, in "delicate" matters, where suggestion is 
better than precise description. But, he notes, "it is the thought more than the ex
pression that serves for a veil to the sentiment suggested," observing that if the in
tended meaning is taken from an indirect or euphemistic statement, then the expres
sion is not obscure at all. 

Although Campbell does not reach a satisfactory conclusion about the psycho
logical processes that would explain connotation, he is quite sensitive to the pos· 
sible difference between sense and expression. In style as in grammar, he shuns pre
scriptivism. Early in Book 111, "The Discriminating Properties of Elocution," he 
says : 

I cannot help remarking, before I conclude lhis article of the origin of lropcs, and of the 
changes they undergo , 1hrough lhc gradual operation of custom, that critics ought 10 show 
more reserve and modesty than they commonly do, in pronouncing either on the fitness or 
on the beauty of such as occur sometimes in ancient authors. [For] ... ii ought lo be con· 
sidercd, lhat many words which appear as lropical to a learner of a distant age, who ac· 
quires the language by the help of grammars and dictionaries, may, through the impercep
tible innuence of use, have totally lost lhal appearance to the natives, who consider them 
purely as proper tcnns.4 

The same caveat applies to works in other languages, particularly lo translations. 
Campbell makes a similar point about the dangers of paraphrase: Since we must be 
in doubt about the precise meaning of the original, any paraphrase must be consid· 
ered an interpretation. 

I 
Campbell's discussion is by no means purely theoretical. He attempL~ to provide I guidelines for making real choices of language and style, and he gives many ex· 

amples, chiefly from Scripture and English poetry. His illustrations show the same 

•George Campbell, Pflilosopfly of Rfletoric, ed. Lloyd Bili.er (Carbondale: Southern Illinois Univer
sity Press, 1963), pp. I 39-40. 

'Campbell. p. 15 r. 
•Campbell, p. 299. 
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attention to detail and sensitivity to nuance as his philosophical analyses. The Plli
/osopl,y of Rlietoric has been justly pmised as the turning point in the development 
of rhetoric in the eighteenth century, as the first modem rhetoric, and even as the 
first real advance in rhetorical theory since Aristotle. 

Selected Bibliograpliy 

Campbell ' s Philosophy of Rhetor ic, first published in 1776, is available in the Southern Illi
nois University Press Landmark edition (1963), a facsimile of the 1850 London edition. The 
Landmark version is edited by Lloyd Bitzer, who provides a good overview of Campbell's 
life, a summary of the text, and an analysis of the major issues it r.tises. He discusses human 
nature, the association of ideas, and the chief elements of Campbell's rhetorical theory . 
Bitzer has written other articles on Campbell, most notably "Hume's Philosophy in George 
Campbell's Philosoph y of Rhetoric" ( Philosophy and Rhetoric 2 [ summer 196g I: 1 39-66). 

Vincent Bevilacqua, in "Philosophical Origins of George Campbell's Philosophy of 
Rhetoric" (Speech Monographs 32 [March 1965}: 1- 12), looks at the influence of Bacon, 
Descartes, Hume, and Adam Smith . "The Rhetorical Theory of George Campbell" is the sub~ 
jecl of a symposium in the Western Speech Jm,mal (spring 1968), with papers by Ernest 
Ettlich, Dominic La Russo , Hennan Cohen, G. P. Mohrmann, and Phil Dolph. W. S. Howell 
gives substantial treatment to Campbell in Eig/1teemh-Ce11tury British logic and Rltewric 
(1971), exploring the links between Campbell's work and the classical tr.idition, on the one 
hand, and epistemological -psychological ideas, on the other. Rhetoric Society Quarterly 13 
(winter 1983) focuses on Campbell, including a bibliogmphy and several articles. Vincent 
Bevilacqua makes an inicresting connection in "Campbell, Vico, and the Rhetorical Science 
of Human Nature" (Philosophy and Rhetoric 18 [1985): 23- 30). More recent treatments in
clude H. Lewis Ulman's considemtion of Campbell's efforts to define a consistent theory of 
thought and language in Things, Tlwughts, Words, and Actions: The Problem of Lang11age in 
Late Eightee11th•Cent11ry British Rhetorit:al Theory, 1994; and Arthur Walzer's admiring 
look at Campbell's analysis of the place of emotions in persuasion in "Campbell on the Pas
sions: A Rereading of the Philo.wphy of Rhetoric (Quarterly Journal of Speech 85 [February 
1999): 72- 85). Campbell's influence on later rhetoricians and composition theorists has been 
noted frequently, but to date there have been no extensive studies of his work. 
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Book/ 
The Nature and Foundations 
of Eloquence 

CHAPTER I 

Eloq1umce in tire largest acceptation defined, its more 
general forms exhibited, with their different objects, 
ends, a11d clwractcrs. 

In speaking there is always some end proposed, 
or some effect which the speaker intends lo pro
duce on the hearer. The word eloquence in its 
greatest latitude denotes, "That art or talent by 
which the discourse is adapted to its cnd." 1 

All the ends of speaking arc reducible to four; 
every speech being intended to enlighten the un
derstanding, to please the imagination, to move 
the passions, or to influence the will. 

Any one discourse admits only one of these 
ends as the principle. Nevertheless, in discours

. kdw,<.. ing on a subject, many things may be introduced, 
,.s · which arc more immediately and apparently di-:?f:~ rected to some of the other ends of speaking, and 
~ ~not to that which is the chief intent or the whole. 
-t-.~.f....- But then these other and immediate ends arc in 
"1.·f~4 ! effect but means, and must be rendered con-

ducive to that which is the primary intention. Ac
cordingly, the propriety or the impropriety of the 
introduction of such secondary ends, will always 
be inferred from their subscrviency or want of 
subserviency to that end, which is, in respect of 
them, the ultimate. For example, a discourse ad
dressed to the understanding, and calculated to il
lustrate or evince some point purely speculative, 
may borrow aid from the imagination, and admit 
metaphor and comparison, but nol lhe bolder and 

'"'Dicerc secundum virtutem orationis. Scientia bcne di· 
cendi." Quintilian. The word eloq11e11cc, in common conver
sation, is seldom used in such a comprehensive sense. I have, 
however. made choice of this definition on n double account: 
1st. It exactly corresponds to Tully's idea of n perfect orator; 
"Optimus est omtor qui diccndo animns nudicntium ct docct. 
ct dclectat. ct pcnnovet:· idly. It is best adapted to the subject 
of these papers. [Au.I 
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more striking figures, as that called vision or fic
tion, prosopopa:ia, and the like, which arc not so 
much intended to elucidate a subject, as to excite 
admimtion. Still less will it admit an address to 
the passions, which, as it never fails to disturb the 
operation of the intellectual faculty, must be re
garded by every intelligent hearer as foreign at 
least, if not insidious. It is obvious, that either of 
these, far from being subservient to the main de
sign, would distract the attention from it. 

There is indeed one kind of address to the un· 
derstanding, and only one, which, it may not be 
improper to observe, disdains all assistance 
whatever from the fancy. The address I mean is 
mathematical demonstration. As this docs not, 
like moral reasoning, admit degrees of evidence, \.,, 
its perfection, in point of eloquence, if so un- Y 
common an application of the term may be al- -S 
lowed, consists in perspicuity. Perspicuity here i 
results entirely from propriety and simplicity of,.:; 
diction, and from accuracy of method, where the 1 
mind is regularly, step by step, conducted for- ~ 
wards in the same track, the attention no way di- J( 
verted, nothing left to be supplied, no one un· 
necessary word or idea introduced." On the 
contrary, an harangue framed for affecting the 
hearts or influencing the resolves of an assem
bly, needs greatly the assistance both of intellect 
and of imagination. 

In general it may be asserted, that each pre· 
ceding species, in the order above exhibited, is 
preparatory to the subsequent; that each subse· 
quent species is founded on the preceding; and 
that thus they ascend in a regular progression. 
Knowledge, the object of the intellect, furnishcth 
materials for the fancy: the fancy culls, com· 
pounds, and, by her mimic art, disposes these 

>Of this kind Euclid hath given us the must perfect mod· 
els, which have not, I think. hecn sufficiently imitated by later 
mathematicians. In him you find the cxac1cst ammgcmcnt in· 
violably observed, the properest and si111plcs1, and by conse
quence the plainest ex prcssions consUmlly used. nothing dcfi· 
cicnt. nothing supcrnuous; in brief. nothing which in more, or 
fewer, or other words. ur words otherwise disposed, could 
have been bc11erexpresscd. li\u.J 

, 
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muterials so as to affect the passions; the pas
sions arc the natural spurs to volition or action, 
and ~o need only to be right directed. This con
nexion and dependency will better appear from 
the following observations. 

When a speaker addresseth himself to the un
derstanding, he proposes the i11str11ctio11 of his 
hearers, and that, either by explaining some doc• 
trinc unknown, or not distinctly comprehended 
by them, or by proving some position disbelieved 
or doubted by them. - In other words, he pro
poses either to dispel ignorance or to vanquish 
error. In the one, his aim is their i11}<,mwtio11; in 
the other, their co111•ic;tio11. Accordingly the pre
dominant quality of the former is perspicuity; of 
the latter, argumellt. By that we. arc ~m!de _10 
know, by this to believe. o.. c...-..... ~.\ ~\"~"'"",\, 

The imagination is addressed by exhibiting to it 
a lively and beautiful representation of a suitable 
object. As in this exhibition, the task of the onuor 
may, in some sort, be said, like that of the painter, 
to consist in imitation, the merit of the work results 
entirely from these two sources; dignity, as well in 
the subject or thing imitated, as in the manner of 
imitation; and resemblance, in the portrait or per
formance. Now the principal scope for this class 
being in narration and description, poetry, which is 
one mode of oratory especially epic poetry, must 
be ranked under it. The effect of the dramatic, at 
least of tragedy, being upon the passions, the 
drnma falls under another species, to be explained 
afterwards. But that kind of address of which I am 
now treating, attains the summit of perfection in 
the sublime, or those great and noble images, 
which, when in suitable colouring presented to the 

' mind, do, as it were, distend the imagination with 
' some vast conception, and quite ravish the soul. 

The sublime, it may be urged, as it raiseth ad
miration, should be considered as one species of 
address to the passions. But this objection, when 
examined, will appear superficial. There are few 
words in any language (particularly such as relate 
to the operations and feelings of the mind) which 
arc strictly univocal. Thus admirution, when per
sons arc the object, is commonly used for a high 
degree of esteem; but when otherwise applied, it 
denotes solely an internal taste, It is that pleasur
able sensation which instantly ariscth on the per
ception of magnitude, or of whatever is great and 

stupendous in its kind. For there is a greatness in 
the degrees of quality in spiritual subjects, analo
gous to that which subsists in the degrees of 
quantity in material things. Accordingly, in all 
tongues, perhaps without exception, the ordinary 
terms, which are considered as literally expres
sive of the lauer, are also used promiscuously to 
denote the fonncr. Now admir.ition, when thus 
applied, doth not require to its production, as the 
passions generally do, any renex view of motives 
or tendencies, or of any relation either to private 
interest, or to the good of others; and ought there
fore to be numbered among those original feel
ings of' the mind, which are denominated by 
some the renex senses, being of the same class 
with a taste for beauty, an car for music, or our 
moral sentiments. Now, the immediate view of 
whatever is directed to the imagination (whether 
the subject be things inanimate or animal fonns, 
whether characters, actions, incidents, or man
ners) tenninatcs in the gratification of some inter
nal taste: as a taste for the wonderful, the fair, the 
good; for elegance, for novelty, or for grandeur. 

But it is evident, that this creative faculty, the 
fancy, frequently lends her aid in promoting still 
nobler ends. From her exubemnt stores most of 
those tropes and figures are extracted, which, 
when properly employed, have such a marvellous 
efficacy in rousing the pa~sions, and by some se
cret, sudden, and inexplicable association, awak
ening all the tenderest emotions of the heart. In 
this case, the address of the omtor is not ultimately 
intended to astonish by the loftiness of his images, 
or to delight by the beauteous resemblance which 
his painting bears to nature; nay, it will not pennit 
the hearers even a moment's leisure for making 
the comparison, but as it were by some magical 
spell, hurries them, ere they arc aware, into love, 
pity, grief, terror, desire, aversion, fury, or hatred. 
It therefore assumes the denomination of pathe
tic, J which is the chamcteristic of the third species 
of discourse, that addressed lo the passions. 

Finally, as that kind, the most complex of all, 
which is calculated to influence the will, and per
suade lo a certain conduct, is in reality an artful 

31 am sensible 1hat this word is commonly used in a more 
limited sense. for thlll which only exciles commiser~tion. 
PerlwpJ the word im11as.ficmecl would answer heller. [Au.] 
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mixture of that which proposes to convince the 
judgment, and that which interests the passions, 
its distinguishing excellency results from these 
two, the argumentative and the pathetic incorpo 
rated together . These acting with united force, 
and, if J may so express myself, in concert, con
stitute that passionate eviction , that 11el,e111ence of 
contention, which is admirably fitted for persua 
sion, and hath always been regarded as the 
supreme qualification in an orator .4 It is this 
which bears down every obstacle, and procures 
the speaker an irresistible power over the 
thoughts and purposes of his audience. It is this 
which hath been so justly celebrated as giving 
one man an ascendant over others, superior even 
to what despotism itself can bestow; since by the 
latter the more ignoble part only, the body and its 
members arc enslaved ; whereas from the domin 
ion of the former, nothing is exempted, neither 

41l1is animated reasoning the Greek rhetoricians tenncd 
r.m,.rni~. which rrom signiry ing the principal ellcellency in an 
orator, came at length lo denote oratory iL~elf. And as vehe
mence and eloquence became ~ynonymou~. the latter, i.11i1-
ahly lo this way of thinking , was smnctime~ defined the 11,1 of 
pcrsmuit111. But that this definition is defective, appears even 
from their own writings. since in a consislency wilh it, their 
rhetorics could not have comprehended those or.uions called 
1/cmons1ra1ivc, the design or which was not lo persuade but lo 
please . Y ct ii is easy lo discover the origin of this defect, and 
that both from the nature of the thing, nnd rrom the customs 
which obtained among hoth Greeks and Romans. First. Crom 
the nature or the thing, for lo persuade presupposes in some 
degree, and therefore may be understood to imply, all the 
other talents of an ora1or, to enlighten, to evince , to paint, to 
n.~tonish, to inHame; but this doth not hold inversely; one may 
explain with clearness, and prove with energy. who is inCD· 
pable of the sublime, the p:ithetic, and the vehement: besides, 
this power of persuasion, or, as Cicero calls ii, "Posse volun
tatcs hominum impellerc quo vclis, unde velis, deduccre," as 
it makes II man master of his hearers , is the most considerable 
in respect of consequences. Secondly , from ancient eus1oms. 
All their public orations were ranked under three classes, lhe 
demonstrative, the judiciary , and the deliberative. In the two 
last it was impossible to rise to eminence, without th:it impor• 
tant talent, the power or persuasion. TI1csc were in much 
more frequent use than the firs1, and withal the surest means 
of advancing hoth the fortune nod the fame of the orator; for 
as on the judiciary the lives and c.~tates of private persons de
pended, on the deliberative hung the resolves of senates, the 
fate of kingdoms, n.1y. of the most renowned republics the 
world ever knew. Consequently , 10 excel in these, must have 
been the direct ro:id to riches , honours, and prefcnnent. No 
wonder , then, that persuasion should almost wholly engross 
the rhetorician 's notice. [Au.I 
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judgment nor affection, nol even the inmost re
cesses, the most latent movements of the soul. 
Whal opposition is he not prepared lo conquer, 
on whose arms reason hath conferred solidity and 
weight, and passion such a sharpness as enables 
them, in defiance of every obstruction, to open a 
speedy passage to the heart? 

It is not, however, every kind of pathos, which 
will give the orator so great an ascendancy over 
the minds of his hearers . All passions arc not 
alike capable of producing this effect. Some arc 
naturally inert and torpid; they deject the mind, 
and indispose it for enterprise . Of this kind arc 
sorrow, fear, shame, humility. Others, on the 
contrary, elevate the soul, and stimulate to action. 
Such are hope, patriotism, ambition, emulation, 
anger. These, with the greatest facility, arc made 
to concur in direction with arguments exciting to 
resolution and activity : and are, consequently , 
the fittesl for producing what, for want of a better 
term in our language, I shall henceforth denomi
nate the vel,ement. There is, besides, an intermedi
ate kind of passions, which do not so congenially 
and directly either restrnin us from acting, or incite 
us to act; but, by the art of the speaker, can, in an 
oblique manner, be made conducive to either. 
Such arc joy, love, esteem, compassion . Neverthe
less, all these kinds may find a place in suasory 
discourses, or such as are intended to opemte on 
the will. The first is properest for, dissuading; Che 
second, as halh been already hinted, for pcrsuad· 
ing; the third is equally accommodated to both. 

Guided by the above reneclions, we may eas
ily trace the connexion in the various forms of 
eloquence, which was remarked on. distinguish 
ing them by their several objects. The imagina· \ 
tion is charmed by a finished picture, wherein 
even drapery and ornament arc not neglected; for 
here the end is pleasure. Would we penetrate fur
ther, and agitate the soul, we must exhibit only 
some vivid strokes, some expressive features, not 
decorated as for show (all ostentation being both 
despicable and hurtful here) , but such as appear 
the natural exposition of those bright and deep 
impressions, made by the subject upon the 
speaker's mind; for here the end is not pleasure, 
but emotion. Would we not only touch the heart, 
but win it entirely to co-operate with our views, 
those affecting lineaments must be so interwoven 
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with our argument, as that, from the passion ex
cited our reasoning may derive importance, and 
so be fitted for commanding attention; and by the 
justness of the reasoning the passion may be 
more deeply rooted and enforced; and that thus 
both may be made to conspire in effectuating that 
persuasion which is the end proposed. For here, 
if I may adopt the schoolmen's language, we do 
not argue 10 gain barely the assent of the under
standing, but, which is infinitely more importune, 
the consent of the will. 

To prevent mistakes, it will not be beside my 
purpose further lo remark, that several of the 
cerms above explained arc sometimes used by 
rhetoricians and critics in a much larger and more 
vague signification, than has been given them 
here. Sublimity and vehemence, in particular, are 
often confounded, the I.tiler being considered as a 
species of the former. In this manner has this 
subject been treated by that great mascer Longi· 
nus, whose acceptation of the term sublime is ex
tremely indefinite, importing an eminent degree 
of almost any excellence of speech, of whatever 
kind. Doubtless, if things themselves be under
stood, it docs not seem material what names are 
assigned them. Yet it is both more accurate, and 
proves no inconsiderable aid to the righc under
standing of things, to discriminate by different 
signs such as arc truly different And that the two 
qualities above mentioned are of this number is 
undeniable, since we can produce passages full 
of vehemence, wherein no image is presented, 
which, with any propriety, can be tenned great or 
sublime. In matters of criticism, as in the abstract 
sciences, it is of the utmost consequence lo ascer
tain, with precision, the meanings of words, and, 
as nearly as the genius of the language in which 
one writes will permit, to make them correspond 
to the boundaries assigned by Nature to the 
chings signified. That the lofty and the vehement, 
though still distinguishable, arc sometimes com
bined, and act with united force, is not to be de
nied. It is then only that the orator can be said to 
fight with weapons which are at once sharp, mas
sive, and refulgent, which, like heaven's artillery, 
dazzle while they strike, which overpower the 
sight and the heart at the same instant. How ad
mirably do the two forenamed qualicies, when 
happily blended, correspond in the nuional, to 

the thunder and lightning in the natural world, 
which are not more awfully majestical in sound 
and aspect, than irresiscible in power. 

Thus much shall suffice for explaining the 
spirit, the intent, and the distinguishing qualities 
of each of the forementioned sorts of address; all 
of which agree in this, an accommodation lo af
fairs of a serious and important nature ... . 

CHAPTER IV 
Of 1h11 rellllirm which eloq11e11ce bears to logic 
am/ to ,:rnmmar. 

In contemplating a human creature, the most nat
ural division of the subject is the common divi
sion into soul and body, or into the living prin
ciple of perception and of action, and that system 
of material organs by which the other receives in
formacion from without, and is enabled to exert 
its powers, both for its own benefit and for that of 
the species. Analogous to this, there arc two 
things in every discourse which principally claim 
our aucntion, the sense and the expression; or in 
other words, the thought and the symbol by 

•. J. 

which ii is communicated. These may be said to o~ 

constitute the soul and the body of an oration, or o~i~"'
indeed of whatever is signified to another by Ian- .:,Id•·- -

guage. For, as in man, each of these constituent .......U-
parts hath its distinctive attributes, and as the per-
fection of the latter consisteth in its fitness for 
serving the purposes of the former, so it is pre· 
cisely with those two essential parts of every 
speech, the sense and the expression. Now, it is 
by the sense that rhetoric holds of logic, and by 
the expression that she holds of grammar. 

The sole and ultimate end of logic is the evic
tion of truth; one important end of eloquence, 
though, as appears from the first chapter, neither 
the sole, nor always the ultimate, is the convic· 
tion of the hearers. Pure logic regards only the 
subject, which is examined solely for the sake of ~ 
information. Truch, as such, is the proper aim of ,.

1 
L-· 

the examiner. Eloquence not only considers the ~-......... 
subject, but also the speaker and the hearers, and ~~I 
both the subject and the speaker for the sake of ~'"11'0 ""4.u 
the hearers, or rather for the sake of the effect in- .\,lo~"-, 
tended to be produced in them. Now, to convince C: 
the hearers is always either proposed by the 
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orator, as his end in addressing them, or sup 
posed lo accompany lhe accomplishment of his 
end. Of lhc five sort s of discourses above men
tioned, there arc only two wherein conviction is 
the avowed purpose. One is that addressed to the 
understanding, in which the speaker proposcth to 
prove some position disbelieved or doubted by 
the hearers; the other is that which is calculated 
lo influence the will, and persuade to a certain 
conduct; for it is by convincing the judgment that 
he proposeth to interest the passions and fix the 
resolution. As to the three other kinds of dis
courses enumeralcd, which addre ss the under
standing, the imagination, and the pm,sions, con 
viction, though not the end, ought ever to 
accompany the accomplishment of the end. It is 
never fonnally proposed as an end where there 
arc not supposed to be previou s doubts or errors 
to conquer. But when due attention is not paid to 
it, by a proper management of the subject, 
doubt~. disbelief, and mislakc will be raised by 
the discourse itself, where there were none be
fore, and these will not fail to obstruct the 
speaker's end, whatever it be. In explanatory dis
courses, which arc of all kinds the simplest, there 
is a certain precision of manner which ought lo 
pervade the whole, and which, though not in the 
fonn of argument, is not the less satisfactory, 
since it carries internal evidence along with it. In 
harangues pathetic or pancgyrical, in order that 
the hearers may be moved or pleased, it is of 
great consequence to impress them with the be
lief of the reality of the subject Nay, even in 
those perfonnances where truth, in regard to the 
individual facts related, is neither sought nor ex
pected, as in some sort s of poetry. and in ro
mance, truth still is an object to the mind, the 
general truths regarding character, manner s. and 
incidents. When these arc preserved, the piece 
may justly be denominated true, considered as a 
picture of life; though false, considered as a nar
rative of particular events . And even these un
true events must be counterfeits of truth, and 
bear its image; for in cases wherein the pro
posed end can be rendered consistent with un
bclier, it cannot be rendered compatible with in
credibility. Thus, in order to satisfy the mind, in 
most cases, truth, and in every case, what bears 
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the semblance of truth, must be presented to it. 
This holds equally, whatever be the declared 
aim of the speaker. I need scarcely add, that lo 
prove a particular point is often occasionally 
necessary in every sort of discourse, as a subo r
dinate end conducive to the advancement of the 
principal. If then it is the business of logic to 
evince the truth, to convince an auditory , which 
is the province of eloquence, is but a particular 
application of the logician's art. As logic there
fore forges the arms which eloquence teacheth us 
to wield, we must first have recourse to the for
mer, that being made acquainted with the materi
als of which her weapon s and armour arc sever
ally made, we may know their respective strength 
and temper, and when and how each is to be 
used. 

Now, if it be by the sense or soul of the dis
course that rhetoric holds of logic, or the art of 
thinking and reasoning, it is by the expression or 
body of the discour se that she holds of grammar. 
or the art or conveying our thoughts in the words 
of a particular language . The observation of one 
analogy naturally suggest s another. As the soul is 
or heavenly extraction and the body of earthly. so 
the sense of the discourse ought to have its 
source in the invariable nature of truth and right. 
whereas the expre ssion can derive its energy only 
from the arbitrary convention s of men, sources as 
unlike, or rather as widely different, as the breatli 
of the Almighty and the du st of the earth. In 
every region or the globe we may soon discover. 
that people feel and argue in much the same man
ner, but the speech or one nation is quite unintel
ligible to another. The art or the logician is ac
cordingly, in some sense, universal; the art of the 
grammarian is always particular and local. 1l1c 
rules of argumentation laid down by Aristotle, in 
his Analytics, arc of as much use for the discov
ery of truth in Britain or China as they were in 
Greece; but Priscian' s rules of inllection and con
struction can assist m, in learning no language hut 
Latin. In propriety there cannot be such a thing as 
an universal grammar, unless there were such a 
thing as an univer sal language. The tcnn hath 
sometimes, indeed, been applied to a collection of 
observation s on the similar amtlogies that have 
been discovered in all tongues, ancient and mod-
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cm, known to the authors of such collections. I do 
not mention this liberty in the use of the tcnn with 
a view to censure it. In the application of techni
cal or learned words, an author hath greater scope 
than in the application of those which are in more 
frequent use, and is only then thought censumblc 
when he exposeth himself to be misunderstood. 
But it is to my purpose to observe that, as such 
collections convey the knowledge of no tongue 
whatever, the name f.:rtlmmar, when applied to 
them, is used in a sense quite different from that 
which it has in the common acceptation; perhaps 
as different, though the subject be language, as 
when it is applied to a system of geography. 

Now, the grammatical art hath its completion 
in syntax; the oratorical, as far as the body or ex
pression is concerned, in style, Syntax regards 
only the composition of many words into one 
sentence; style, al the same time that it attends to 
thi.~, regards further the composition of many 
sentences into one discourse. Nor is this the only 
difference; the grammarian, with respect to what 
the two arts have in common, the structure of 
sentences, requires only purity; that is, that the 
words employed belong lo the language, and that 
they be construed in the manner, and used in the 
signification, which custom hath rendered neces• 
sary for conveying the sense. The orator requires 
also beauty and strength. The highest aim of the 
former is the lowest aim of the lauer; where 
grammar ends eloquenct! begins. 

Thus the grammarian's department bears much 
the same relation to the omtor's which the art of 
the mason bears to that of the architect. There is, 
however, one difference that well deserves our 
notice. As in architecture it is not necessary that 
he who designs should execute his own plans, he 
may be an excellent artist in this way who would 
handle very awkwardly the hammer and the 
trowel. But it is alike incumbent on the orator to 
design and to execute. He must, therefore, be 
master of the language he speaks or writes, and 
must be capable of adding to grammatic purity 
those higher qualities of elocution which will ren
der his discourse graceful and energetic. 

So much for the connexion that subsists be
tween rhetoric and these parent arts, logic and 
grammar. 

CHAPTER V 

Of the differe11t .wiurce.s of Evide11ce, cmd the different 
Subject.1· to which they are respectively adapted. 

Logical truth consisteth in the conformity of our 1""- 1' 

conceptions to their archetypes in the nature of ..=, 
things. This conformity is perceived by the mind, ..., ""'"' 
either immediately on a bare attention to the a-

~ ideas under review, or mediately by a compari-
son of these with other related ideas. Evidence of 
the former kind is called intuitive; of the latter, 
deductive. 

Sectio11 I. Of /11t11itive Evide11ce 

Part I. Mathematical Axioms 

Of intuitive evidence there are different sorts, 
One is that which results purely from intellec
tion.5 Of this kind is the evidence of these propo
sitions: "One and four make five-Things equal 
to the same thing are equal lo one another - The 
whole is greater than a part;" and, in brief, all ax• 
ioms in arithmetic and geometry. These are, in 
effect, but so many different expositions of our 
own general notions, taken in different views. 
Some of them are no other than definitions, or 
equivalent lo definitions. To say, "One and four 
make ji11e," is precisely lhe same as to say, "We 
give the name of five to one added to four." In 
fact, they arc all, in some respect, reducible to 
this axiom, "Whatever is, is." I do not say they 
are deduced from it, for they have in like manner 
that original and intrinsic evidence, which makes 
them, as soon as the terms are understood, to be 
perceived intuitively. And if they arc not thus 

' I have here udopted lhe tenn i111e/le,·tio11 rJlher 1hun pcr
cepti011, because, 1hough not so usual, ii is bolh more upposile 
and less equivocal. Perceptimr is employed alike to denote 
every immcdiule uhject of though!, or whalever is uppre 
hended by the mind, our sensations lhemselves, und those 
qualities in body suggr:slcd by our sensulions, lhc ideas of 
these upon rcnec1ion, whelher remembered or imagined, lo
gether with those called geneml notions, or abstrJct ideas . II 
is only lhe lust of these kinds which arc considered as pccu . 
liarly the object of 1he underslanding, and which, lherefore, 
require 10 be distinguished by a peculiar name. Obscurity 
arising from an uncommon word is ea.~ily sunnountcd, 
whereas ambigui1y, by misleading us, ere we are aware, con
founds our nolion of 1he subject ullogethcr. [Au.] 
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perceived, no deduction of reason will ever con
fer on them any additional evidence. Nay, in 
point of time, the discovery of the less general 
truths has the priority, not from their superior ev
idence, but solely from this consideration, that 
the less general arc sooner objects of perception 
to us, the natural progress of the mind, in the ac
quisition of its ideas, being from particular things 
to universal notions, and not inversely. But I af
firm that, though not deduced from that axiom, 
they may be considered as particular exemplifi
cations of it, and coincident with it, inasmuch as 
they arc all implied in this, that the properties of 
our clear and adequate ideas can be no other than 
what the mind clearly perceives them to be. 

But, in order to prevent mistakes, it will be 
necessary further to illustrate this subject. It 
might be thought that if axioms were proposi
tions perfectly identical, it would be impossible 
to advance a step, by their means, beyond the 
simple ideas first perceived by the mind. And it 
must be owned, if the predicate of the proposi
tion were nothing but a repetition of the subject, 
under the same aspect. and in the same or syn
onymous terms, no conceivable advantage could 
be made of it for the furtherance of knowledge. 
Of such propositions as these for instance, 
"Seven arc seven," ''eight arc eight," and "ten 
added to eleven, arc equal to ten added to eleven," 
it is manifest, that we could never avail ourselves 
of them for the improvement of science. Nor 
does the change of the name make any alteration 
in point of utility. The propositions, "Twelve arc 
a dozen," "twenty are a score," unless considered 
as explications of the words dozen and score, arc 
equally insignificant with the former. But when 
the thing, though in effect coinciding, is consid
ered under a different aspect; when what is single 
in the subject is divided in the predicate, and con
versely; or when what is a whole in the one is re
garded as a part of something else in the other; 
such propositions lead to the discovery of innu
merable and apparently remote relations. One 
added to four may be accounted no other than a 
definition of the word Jive, as was remarked 
above. But when I say, "Two added to three arc 
equal lo five," I advance a truth, which, though 
equally clear, is quite distinct from the preceding. 
Thus, if one should affirm, "Twice fifteen make 
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thirty," and again, "Thirteen added to seventeen 
make thirty," nobody would pretend that he had 
repeated the same proposition in other words. 
The cases are entirely similar. In both, the same 
thing is predicated of ideas which, taken sever
ally, arc different. From these again result other 
equations. as, "One added to four arc equal to 
two added to three," and "twice fifteen arc equal 
to thirteen added to seventeen." 

c, ... nl'\M.,kOY\~ \" 

u. \ V .trl ... 
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The difference between 
and the former will appca 
lion. The fonner conccrr 
and ideas, particularly il'II 

Now, it is by the aid of such simple and ele
mentary principles, that the arithmetician and the 
algebraist proceed to the most astonishing dis
coveries. Nor are the operations of the geometri 
cian essentially different. By a very few steps 
you arc made lo perceive the equality, or rather 
the coincidence, of the sum of the two angles 
formed by one straight line falling on another, 
with two right angles. By a process equally plain 
you arc brought to discover, first, that if one side 
of a triangle be produced, the external angle will 
be equal to both the internal and opposite angles. 
and then, that all the angles of a triangle are equal 
to two right angles. So much for the nature and 
use of the first kind of intuitive evidence, result
ing from pure intellection. 
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The next kind is that which ariscth from cmr• 
sciou.mess. Hence every man derives the perfect I' 
assurance that he hath of his own existence. Nor I 
is he only in this way assured that he exists, but 
that he thinks, that he feels, that he sees, that he 
hears, and the like. Hence his absolute certainty 
in regard to the reality of his sensations and pas
sions, and of every thing whose essence consists 
in being perceived. Nor does this kind of intu
ition regard only the truth of the original feelings 
or impressions, but also many of the judgments 
that arc formed by the mind, on comparing these 
one with another. Thus the judgments we daily 
and hourly form, concerning resemblances or 
disparities in visible objects, or size in things tan
gible, where the odds is considerable, darker or 
lighter tints in colours, stronger or weaker tastes 
or smells, arc all self-evident, and discoverable at 
once. It is from the same principle that, in regard 
to ourselves, we judge infallibly concerning the 
feelings, whether pleasant or painful, which we 
derive from what arc culled the internal senses, 
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and pronounce concerning beauty or deformity, 
harmony or discord, the elegant or the ridiculous. 
The difference between this kind of intuition 
and the former will appear on the slightest renec • 
tion. The former concerns only abstract notions 
and ideas, particularly in regard lo number and 
extension, the objects purely of the understand 
ing; the latter concerns only the existence of the 
mind itself, and its actual feelings, impressions or 
affections, pleasures or pains , the immediate sub 
jects of sen se, taking that word in the largest ac 
ceptation. The former gives rise to those univer 
sal truths, first principles or axioms, which serve 

! as the foundation of abstract science; whereas the 
latter, though absolutely essential to the individ 
ual, yet as it only regards particular perceptions, 
which represent no distinct genus or species of 
objects, the judgments resulting thence cannot 
form any general position.'! to which a chain of 
reasoning may be faslened, and consequently are 
not of the nature of axioms, though both similar 
and equal in respect of evidence. 

Part Ill. Co111111011 Sen.l'e 

The third sort is that which ariseth from what 
hath been termed properly enough, common 
sense," as being an original source of knowledge 

"The fir.I amung the modems who took notice of this 
principle, as one of the genuine springs of our knowledge, 
was Buffier , a French philosopher of the present century , in a 
book entitled Tmite ,/cs premieres Veritt!.r; one who to an un , 
common degree of acuteness in mailers of ubstrJction added 
thut solidity of judgment which hath prevented in him , whnt 
had proved the wreck of muny greut names in philosophy, his 
understanding becoming the dupe of his ingenuity . This doc· 
trine hath lutely, in our own country, been set in the clearest 
light. und supponed by invincible force of argument, by two 
very able writers in the science of mun, Dr. Reid, in his /11. 
quiry i11ro rfle Human Mi11d, and Dr. Beattie, in his Essay 011 
tfle lmm111ab/li1y ofTm1'1. I beg leave to remark in this place, 
that, though for distinction's sake, I use the term co111mo11 
se11.re in a more limited signification thun either of thi: authors 
lust mentioni:d, thi:re appears to be no real di ffi:rence in our 
sentiments of the thing itself. I am not ignorJnt that this doc-
11inc has been lately attacked by Dr. Priestley in u most e,urJ · 
ordinary munni:r, a manner which no man, who has any re, 
ganl to the name either of Englishman or of philosopher, will 
ever desire to sec imitated, in this or any other country . I have 
read the performance , but have not been able to discover the 
author 's sentiments in relation to the principal point in dis
pute. He says e:o1pressly, IElluminution of Dr. Reid's Inquiry . 
&c, p, 119,) "Had these writers," Me,~sieurs Reid, Beattie, 

common to all mankind. I own, indeed, that in 
different persons it prevails in different degrees 
of strength; but no human creature hath been 
found originally and totally destitute of it, who is 
not accounted a monster in his kind; for such, 
doubtless, are all idiots and changelings. By 
madness, a disease which makes terrible havoc 
on the faculties of the mind, it may be in a great 
measure, but is never entirely lost. 

It is purely hence that we derive our assurance 
of such truths as these: "Whatever has a begin 
ning has a cause" - "When there is in the effect a 
manifest adjustment of the several parts to a cer 
tain end, there is intelligence in the cause." "The 
course of nature will be the same tomorrow that it 
is today; or, the future will resemble the past" -
"There is such a thing as body; or, there are mate 
rial substances independent of the mind's concep 
tions" - "There are other intelligent beings in the 
universe besides me" - ''The clear representa
tions of my memory, in regard to past events, are 
indubitably true." These, and a great many more 
of the same kind, it is impossible for any man by 
reasoning to evince, as might easily be shown, 
were this a proper place for the discussion. And it 
is equally impossible, without a full conviction of 
them, to advance a single step in the acquisition 

and Oswald, "assumed u.s the elements or their common sense 
certain truths which are so plain that no mun could doubt of 
them, ( without entering into the ground of our assent to 
them,) their conduct would have been liable to very little ob . 
jcction ." And is not this the very thing which these writers 
have done? What he means to signify by the parenthesis, 
"(without entering into the ground uf our ussent tu them,)" it 
is not easy to guess. By a ground of assent to any proposition 
is commonly understood a reason or argument in support of 
it. Now, by his own hypothesis, there are truths so plain, that 
no mun can doubt of them. If so, what ground of assent be· 
yond their own plainness ought we tu seek; what beside this 
can we ever hope to find, or what belier reason needs be 
given for denominating such truths the dictates of common 
sense? If something plainer could be found to serve us evi
dence of any of them, then this plainer truth would be admit· 
led us the first principle, and the other would be considered as 
deduced by reasoning. But notwithstanding the mistake in the 
instance, the geneml doctrine of primary truths would remain 
unhun , It seems, however, that though their conduct would 
have been liable to very little, it would have been liable to 
some objection. "All that could have been said would have 
been, that, without any necessity, they had made an innovu• 
lion in the received use of the term." I have a better opinion 
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of knowledge, especially in all that regards 
mankind, life, and conduct. 

I am sensible that some of these, lo men not 
accustomed to inquiries of this kind, will appear 
al first not to be primary principles, but conclu 
sions from other principles; and some of them 
will be thought to coincide with the other kinds 
of intuition above mentioned. Thus the first, 
"Whatever hath a beginning hath a cause," may 
be thought to stand on the same footing with 
mathematical axioms. I acknowledge that in 
point of evidence they arc equal, and it is alike 
impossible, in either case, for a rational creature 
to withhold his assent. Nevertheless, there is a 
difference in kind. All the axioms in mathematics 
arc but the enunciations of certain properties in 
our abstract notions, distinctly perceived by the 
mind, but have no relation to any thing without 
themselves, and can never be made the founda 
tion of any conclusion concerning actual exis 
tence; whereas, in the axiom last specified, from 

of these gentlemen than to imagine, that if the thing which 
they conlend for be admiued, they will enter into ,1 tlispute 
with any per~nn about the name : though, in my judgment, 
even as lo thi~. it is not they. but he. who is the innov:llnr . I-le 
proceeds, "For no pcr~on ever denied that 1herc nrc sclf
cv1tlent lrulhs, aml lhlll lhcsc mu~\ be assumctl, as the found:,. 
lion of all our rca,nnin g. I never mcl with any pcr,nn who ditl 
not acknowledge thi~, or heard nf any urgumenlulivc !realise 
that did not gn on the supposition of it." Now, if this he the 
ca.~e. I would gladly knnw what is the great point he contro
verts ls it. whether such sclf -cvitlent truths shall he denomi
nated principles of Common Sense, or he tlistinguishcd by 
some other appellation'/ Was it worth any man's while lo 
wri1e nn octavo of near 400 pages, for the discussinn of such 
a qucslion as this '! And if, as he assure~ us, they h:we said 
more limn is necessary, in pmnr or a lrulh which he him~clr 
thinks indispulahle, was it no more tlliln ncces~:,ry in Dr. 
Priestley to cnmpose sn large a volume. in order In convince 
the world lhat too much had been said already on the suhjec1'! 
I do not enter inlo lhe examination of his ohjectinns 10 some 
of the panicular principles pmduccd as primnry tru1hs, An at
lempt nf this kind would be foreign 10 my purpose ; besides 
I hat the authors he has auacked arc hcucr qua Ii lied for de· 
fending their own doctrine, and no dnuht will dn ii. if they 
think I here is occasion , l shall only suhjoi n 1wo remarks nn 
1his book , The first is, 1hat lhe ,mlhor, lhrough the whole, con
founds two lhings lnlally distincl. ccrtuin ussocialion~ of 
ideas, and certain judgment~ implying belief, which. though 
in some, arc nol in all cases, and therefore not nccess:1rily, 
connccled with a~sndalion . And if so, merely 10 m.:counl for 
the association is in no case lo account for lhe he lief wilh 
which it is auendcd. Nay. admitting his pie:,, lpa sc 8'1,] lhat 
hy the principle nf as~ociatiun nnl only 1hc idc.is h111 1he con-
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the existence of one thing we intuitively con
clude the existence of another. This proposition, 
however, so far differs, in my apprehension, from 
others of the same order, that I cannot avoid con
sidering the opposite assertion as not only false 
but contradictory; but I do not pretend to explain 
the ground of this difference. 

The faith we give to memory may be thought, 
on a superlicial view, to the resolvable into con
sciousness, as well as that we give to the immedi
ate impressions of sense. But on a little attention 
one may easily perceive the difference. To be
lieve the report or our senses doth indeed com
monly imply to believe the existence of certain 
external and corporeal objects, which give rise lo 
our particular sensations. This, I acknowledge, is 
a principle which doth not spring from con
sciousness, (for consciousness cannot extend be
yond sensation,) but from common sense, as well 
as the assurance we have in the report of mem
ory. But this was not intended to be included 

comitant hclicf may he mxountcd for, even lhis docs nol in
validate lhc doc lrinc he impugns . For. let it he observed that it 
is one 1hing lo assign a cause which, from 1hc mechanism of 
nur nature. ha~ given rise to :1 par1icul:1r lencl or belief, mid 
:molherthin g In pmducc a reason by which lhe underslanding 
has been convinced . Now , unlcs~ lhis he done as lo the prin· 
ciplcs in questmn, lhcy musl he considered as primary lruths, 
in respect or lhe unders1:1ntling. which never deduced diem 
from other truths, and which is under a nccc.~si1y, in all moral 
reasonings. or founding upon them , In foci, to give :my other 
account of our conviclion of them is lo confinn instead nf 
confuting the doctrine, tlmt in all nrgurnentation they must he 
regarded :is primary truth~. or truths which reason never in
ferred, through any medium, from other trulhs previously pcr
cei\·etl , My second remark is, that !hough lhis examiner has. 
from Dr . Reid, given us a calalngue of first principles. which 
he deems unworthy of the hnnournblc place assigned them, 
he has no where thought proper tn give us a hst of those selr 
evidenl lrulhs which, hy his own nccounl, and in his own ex 
press words, "must he assumed as the fountlation of all our 
reasoning."' lluw much light migln have hccn thrown upon 
the subjecl hy the wntrnst! Perhaps we should l1.1ve been en 
abled. on lhc comparison. to discover some distinctive char 
m:lcrs in his genuine axioms, which would have preserved us 
from lhc danger of cunfoum.ling lhem with 1hc1r spurious 
ones, Nothing is more evidenl than thui. in wlmlcver rei:ards 
rmllter of fact. the nlillhemalkal axiom~ will not answer . 
These arc purely lined for evolving the abslrncl relations of 
11u:111tity. llli~ he in cffecl owm, himself lpagc :191-II would 
have hcen uhliging. then. and would have grc:nly contributed 
In ~hurtcn lhc controversy, if he h.td given us al least a spcc i· 
men of tl10~e ~elf-evident principle,, which, in his e~lima · 
lion, arc the ,w ,,Im 11/tm of moral rea~nning , IAu , I 
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next moment; that my memory is not other than a 
delirium, and my life a dream; that all is mere il
lusion; that I am the only being in the universe, 
and that there is no such thing as body. Nothing 
cun be juster than the reply given by Bu flier, "ll 
must be owned," says he,7 "that to maintain 
propositions, the reverse of the primary truths of ·, 
common sense, doth not imply a contradiction; it 1'~ 

.e 
i: 
0 

• 

i 
under the second branch of intuitive evidence. By 
that Jinn belief in sense, which I there resolved 
into consciousness, I 1m:unt no more than to say, 
I am cert.iin that I sec, and feel, and think, wh,ll I 
actually sec, and feel, and think. As in this I pro
nounce only concerning my own present feel
ings. whose essence consisls in being felt, and of 
which I am at present conscious, my conviction 
is reducible 10 lhis axiom, or coincident with it, 
"ll is impossible for a thing to he and not lo he at 
the same lime." Now when I say, I trust entirely 
lo the clear report or my memory, I mean a good 
deal more lh,111, "I am ccrlain that my memory 
gives such a report, or represents things in such a 
manner," for this conviction I have indeed from 
consciousness; hut I mean, "I am certain that 
things happened heretofore al such a lime, in the 
precise manner in which I now remember lhal 
they then h,1ppcned." Thus there is a reference in 
the ideas of memory to former sensible impres
sions, lo which there is nothing analogous in scn-

only implies insanity." But if any person, on ac- J,... __ _...,.._,
count of this difference in the nature of these two 
classes of axioms, should not think the tcnn intu· 
itivc so properly applied to the evidence of the 

1 salion. At the same time it is evident, that re
membrance is not always accompanied with this 
full conviction. To describe, in words, the differ
ence between those lively signatures or memory, 
which command an unlimited assent, and those 
fainler traces which misc opinion only, or even 
douht, is perhaps impracticable; but no man 
stands in need of such assistance to enable him in 
fact 10 distinguish them, for the direction of his 
own judgment and conduct. Some may imagine 
that it is from experience we come to know what 
faith in every case is due to memory. But it will 
appear more fully afterwards, that unless we had 
implicitly relied on the distinct and vivid infor
mations of that fuculty, we could not have moved 
a step towards the acquisition or experience. ll 
must, however, he admitted, that experience is of 
use in assisting us lo judge concerning the more 
languid and confused suggestions of memory; or, 
to speak more properly, concerning the reality of 
those things, of which we ourselves are doubtful 
whether we remember them or not. 

In regard to the primary truths of this order, it 
may be urged that it cannot be aflirmed of them 
all al least, as it may of the axioms in mathemat
ics, or the assurances we have from conscious
ness, that the deniul of them implies a manifest 
conlradiction. It is, perhaps, physically possible 
that the course of nature will be inverted the very 

last mentioned, let him denominate it, if he 
please, instinctive: I have no objection to the 
term; nor do I think it derogates in the least from 
the dignity, the certainty, or the importance of the 
truths themselves. Such instincts arc no other 
than the oracles of eternal wisdom. 

For, let it be observed further, that axioms of 
this last kind arc as essential to moral reasoning, 
to all deductions concerning life and existence, as 
those of the first kind arc to the sciences of arith
metic and geometry, Perhaps it will appear after
wards that, without the aid of some of them, 
these sciences themselves would be utterly inac
cessible to us. Besides, the mathematical axioms 
can never extend their influence beyond the 
precincts of abstract knowledge, in regard to 
number and extension, or assist us in the discov-
ery of any matter of fact: whereas, with knowl-
edge of the latter kind, the whole conduct and 
business of human life is principally and inti
mately connected. All reasoning necessarily sup
poses that there are certain principles in which 
we must acquiesce, and beyond which we cannot 
go- principles clearly discernible by their own 
light, which can derive no additional evidence 
from any thing besides. On the contrary supposi-
tion, the investigation of truth would be an end-
less and a fruitless task; we should be eternally 
proving, whilst nothing could ever be proved; be-
cause, by the hypothesis, we could never ascend 
to premises which require no proof. "If there be 
no first truths," says the author lately quoted,11 

"there can be no second truths, nor third, nor in· 
deed any truth at all." 

So much for intuitive evidence, in the extensive 

>Premieres Wrilcs, Pan i. Chap. xi. [Au,] 
"lh , Dcsscin de l'Ouvragc. (Au.I 
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meaning which hath here been given to that term, 
as including every thing whose evidence results 
from the simple contemplation of the ideas or 

l 
perceptions which form the proposition under 
consideration, and requires not the intervention ·~ ,\-\-lw.k. of any third idea as a medium of proof. This, for 

idtrv~i..,s order's sake, l have distributed into three classes, 
l4 the truths of pure intcllcction, of consciousness, 

and of common sense . The first may be denomi • 
nated metaphysical, the second physical, the 
third moral ; all of them natural, original, and un, 
accountable. 

~JI. ~1 .. rt. 
+i.... 

lo1~c.t1,\.> 

Sectio11 II. OJ deductive evidence 

Part I. Division of tlie subject into sciemijic 
and moral, with the principal distinctions 
between them. @. w"nL 

\u,V'i, All rational or deductive evidence is derived 
s, ~ ~ from one or other of these two sources: from the 
~ "'6i..as invariable properties or relations of general 
~~ ideas; or from the actual, though perhaps variable 
~"'~ connexions subsisting among things. The former 
c~ .. ,H,,) we call demonstrative, the latter moral. Demon-

. stration is built on pure intellection, and consis 
tcth in an uninterrupted series of axioms. That 
propositions formerly demonstrated arc taken 
into the series, doth not in the least invalidate this 
account; inasmuch as these propositions arc all 
resolvable into axioms, and arc admitted as links 
in the chain; not because necessary, but merely to 
avoid the useless prolixity which frequent and te-

(.t,.Mt>W.) dious repetition of proofs formerly given would 
occasion. Moral evidence is founded on the prin
ciples we have from consciousness and common 
sense, improved by experience; and as it pro• 
ceeds on this general presumption or moral 
axiom, that the course of nature in time to come 
will be similar to what it hath been hitherto, it de
cides, in regard to particulars, concerning the fu
ture from the past, and concerning things un
known from things familiar to us. The first is 
solely conversant about number and extension, 
and about those other qualities which arc measur 
able by these. Such arc duration, velocity, and 
weight. With regard to such qualities as pleasure 
and pain, virtue and vice, wisdom and folly, 
beauty and deformity, though they admit de -
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grccs, yet, as there is no standard or common 
measure, by which their differences and propor 
tions can be ascertained and expressed in num · 
bcrs, they can never become the subject of 
demonstrative reasoning . Herc rhetoric, it must 
be acknowledged, hath little to do. Simplicity of 
diction, and precision in arrangement, whence re
sults perspicuity, arc, as was observed alrcady, 9 

all the requisites. The proper province of rhetoric 
is the second, or moral evidence; for to the sec 
ond belong all decisions concerning fact, and 
things without us. 

But that the nature of moml evidence may be 
better understood, it will not be amiss to remark a 
few of the most eminent differences between this 
and the demonstrative. *-The first difference that occurs is in their sub, 
jccts. The subject of the one is, as hath been ob, 
served, abstract independent truth, or the un
changeable and necessary relations of ideas; that 
of the other, the real but often changeable and 
contingent connexions that subsist among thingi, 
actually existing. Abstract truths, as the proper 
ties of quantity, have no respect to time or to 
place, no dcpcm.lencc on the volition of any 
being, or on any cause whatever, but arc eternally 
and immutably the same. The very reverse of all 
this generally obtains with regard to fact. In con 
sequence of what has been now advanced, asser
tions opposite to truths of the former kind, arc 
not only false, but absurd. They are not only not 
true, but it is impossible they should be true, 
whilst the meanings of the words (and conse
quently the ideas compared) remain the same. 
This doth not hold commonly in any other kind 
of evidence. Take, for instance, of the first kind, 
the following affirmations, "The cube of two is 
the half of sixteen," - "The square of the hy· 
pothcnusc is equal to the sum of the squares of 
the sides," - "If equal things be taken from equal 
things, the remainders will be equal." Contrary 
propositions, as, "The cube of two is more than 
the half of sixteen," - "The square of the hy
pothcnuse is less than the sum or the squares of 
the sides," - " If equal things be taken from equal 
things, the remainders will be unequal," arc 
chargeable, not only with falsity, but with absur-
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dity, being inconceivable and contradictory. 
Whereas, to these truths which we acquire by 
moral evidence, "CU!sar overcame Pompey," -
"The sun will rise tomorrow," - "AII men will 
die," - the opposite assertions, though untrue, 
are easily conceivable without changing, in the 
least, the import of the words, and therefore do 
not imply a contradiction . 

The second difference I shall remark is, that 
moral evidence admits degrees, demonstration 
doth not. This is a plain consequence of the pre 
ceding difference. Essential or necessary truth, 
1he sole object of the laller, is incompatible with 
degree. And though actual truth, or mutter of 
fact, be the ultimate aim of the former, likelihood 
alone, which is susceptible of degree, is usually 
the utmost attainment. Whatever is exhibited us 
demonstration is either mere illusion, and so no 
evidence al all, or absolutely perfect. There is no 
medium. In moral reasoning we ascend from pos
~i bility, by an insensible gradation, to probabil
ity, and thence, in the same manner, to the sum
mit of moral certainty. On this summit, or on any 
of the steps leading to it, the conclusion of the ar
gument may rest. Hence the result of that is, by 
way of eminence , denominated science, and the 
evidence itself ii, termed scientific; the result of 
this is frequently (not always) entitled to no 
higher denomination than opinion. Now, in the 
mathematical sciences, no mention is ever made 
of opinions. 

The third difference is, that in the one there 
never can be any contrariety of' proofs; in the 
other, there not only may be, but almost always 
is. If one demonstration were ever capable of 
being refuted, it could be solely by another 
demonstration, this being the only sort of evi
dence adapted to the subject, and the only sort by 
which the former could be matched. But to sup
pose that contraries are demonstrable, is to sup
pose that the same proposition is both true and 
false, which is a manifest contradiction. Conse
quently, if there should ever be the appearance of 
demonstration on opposite sides, that on one side 
must be fallacious and sophistical. It is not so 
with moral evidence, for, unless in a few singular 
instances, there is always real, not apparent evi
dence on both sides. There are contrary experi
ences, contrary presumptions, contrary testi-

monies, to balance against one another. In this 
case, the probability, upon the whole, is in the 
proportion which the evidence on the side that 
preponderates bears to its opposite. We usually 
say, indeed, that the evidence lies on such a side 
of the question, and not on the reverse; but by 
this expression is only meant the overplus of evi
dence, on comparing both sides. In like manner, 
when we affirm of an event, that it is probable, 
we say the contrary is only possible, although, 
when they are severally considered, we do not 
scruple lo say, This is more probable than that; 
or, The probabilities on one side outweigh those 
on the other. 

The fourth and last difference l shall observe 
is, that scientific evidence is simple, consisting of 
only one coherent series, every part of which de
pends on the preceding, and, as it were, suspends 
the following: moral evidence is generally com
plicated, being in reality a bundle of independent 
proofs. The longest demonstration is but one uni
form chain, the links whereof, taken severally, 
are not to be regarded as so many arguments, and 
consequently when thus taken, they conclude 
nothing; but taken together, and in their proper 
order, they form one argument, which is per-
fectly conclusive. It is true, the same theorem may 
be demonstrable in different ways, and by differ-
ent mediums; but us a single demonstration, 
clearly understood, commands the fullest convic-
tion, every other is superfluous. After one 
demonstrative proof, a man may try a second, 
purely as an exercise of ingenuity, or the better to 
assure himself that he hath not committed an 
oversight in the first. Thus it may serve to war-
rant the regular procedure of his faculties, but not 
to make an addition to the former proof, or sup-
ply any deficiency perceived in it. So far is it 
from answering this end, that he is no sooner sen-
sible of a defect in an attempt of this nature, than 
the whole is rejected as good for nothing, and 
carrying with it no degree of evidence whatever. 
In moral reasoning, on the contrary, there is often 

J•' , .. .. . 

a combination of many distinct topics of argu-
ment, no way dependent on one another. Each '-' .... .__ 
hath a certain portion of evidence belonging to it- t~.t., 
self, each bestows on the conclusion a particular e.i-::::.., 
degree of likelihood, of all which accumulated c,.. \....,,? 
the credibility of the fact is compounded. The j"'\. I..;: 
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former may be compared lo an arch, no part of 
which can subsist independenlly of lhc rest. If 
you make any breach in it, you destroy the 
whole. The latter may be compared lo a tower, 
the height whereof is but the aggregate of the 
height,; of the several parts reared above one an
other, and so may be gradually diminished, as it 
was gradually raised. 

So much for the respective natures of scien
tific and of moral evidence, and those character 
istical qualities which discriminate them from 
each other . On a survey of the whole. it seems in
dubitable, that if the fonncr is infinitely superior 
in point of authority, the latler no less excels in 
point of importance. Abstract truth, as far as it is 
the object of our faculties, is almost entirely con
fined to quantity, concrcle or discrete. The sphere 
of Demonstration is narrow, but within her 
sphere she is a despotic sovereign, her sway is 
uncontrollable. Her rival, on the contrary, hath 
less power but wider empire. Her forces, indeed, 
arc not always irresistible; but the whole world is 
comprised in her dominions. Reality or fact com
prehends the laws and the works of nature, as 
well as the arts and the institutions of men; in 
brief, all the beings which fall under the cog
nizance of the human mind, with all their modifi
cations, operations, and effects . By the first, we 
must acknowledge, when applied to things, and 
combined with the discoveries of the second, our 
researche s into nature in a certain line are facili
tated, the understanding is enlightened, and many 
of the arts, both elegant and useful, are improved 
and perfected. Without the aid of the second, so
ciety must not only suffer but perish. Human na
ture itself could not subsist. This organ of knowl
edge, which extends its influence lo every 
precinct of philosophy, and governs in most, 
serves also to regulate all the ordinary but indis
pensable concernmcnls of life. To these it is ad
mirably adapted, notwithstanding its inferiority 
in respect of dignity, accuracy, and perspicuity. 
For it is principally to the acquisitions procured 
by experience that we owe the use of language, 
and the knowledge of almost every thing that 
makes the soul of a man differ from that of a 
newborn infant. On the other hand, there is no 
despot so absolute as not to be liable to a check 

, on some side or other; and that the prerogatives 
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of demonstration are not so very considerable, as 
on a cursory view one is apt to imagine; that this, 
as well as every other operation of the intellecl, 
must partake in the weakness incident lo all our 
mental faculties, and inseparable from our na
ture, I shall afterwards take an opportunity par
ticularly lo evince . 

Part II. The Nature and Origin of £rperience 

I should now consider the principal tribes 
comprehended under the general name of moral 
evidence; but, that every difficulty may be re
moved, which might retard our progress in the 
proposed discussion, it will be necessary, in the 
first place, to explore more accurately those 
sources in our nature which give being to experi
ence, and consequently to all those attainments. 
moral and intellectual, that arc derived from it. 
These sources arc two, sense and memo·ry. The 
senses, both external and internal, are the original 
inlets of perception. They infonn the mind of the 
facts, which in the present instant are situated 
within the sphere of their activity, and no sooner 
discharge their office in any particular instance 
then the articles of infonnation exhibited by them 
arc devolved on the memory . Remembrance in
stantly succeeds sensation, insomuch that the 
memory becomes the sole repository of the 
knowledge received form sense; knowledge 
which, without this repository, would be as in
stantaneously lost as it is gotten, and could be of 
no service to the mind. Our sensations would be 
no better than the nccting pictures of a moving 
object on a camera obscura, which leave not the 
least vestige behind them. Memory, therefore, is 
the only original voucher extant of those past re
alities for which we had once the evidence of 
sense. Her ideas arc, as it were, the prints that 
have been left by sensible impressions. But from 
these two faculties, considered in themselves, 
there results to us the knowledge only of individ
ual facts, and only of such facts as either hereto
fore have come, or at present do come, under the 
notice of our senses. 

Now, in order to render this knowledge useful 
to us, in discovering the nature of things, and in 
regulating our conduct, a further process of the 
mind is necessary, which deserves to be carefully 
attended to, and may be thus illustrated. I have 
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ohscrved :1 stone fall to the ground when nothing 
intervened to impede its motion. This single fact 
produce:; little or no effect on the mind beyond a 
bare remembrance. At another time, I observe the 
fall of a tile, at another of an apple, and so of al 
most every kind of body in the like situation. 
Thus my sense first, and then my memory, fur
nish me with numerous examples, which, though 
different in every other particular, arc similar in 
this, that they present a body moving down
ward!>, till obstructed either by the ground or by 
some intcrvcnient object. Hence by first notion of 
gravitation . For, with regard to the similar cir · 
cumstam:cs of different facts, as by the repetition 
such circumstances arc more deeply imprinted, 
the mind acquires a habit of retaining them, omit 
ting those circumstances peculiar to each 
wherein their differences consiM. Hence, if ob
jects of any kind, in a particular manner circum 
stanced, arc remembered to have been usually, 
and still more if uniformly, succeeded by certain 
particular consequences, the idea of the former, 
in the supposed circumstance introduced into the 
mind, immediately associates the idea of the lat
ter; aml if the object itself, so circumstanced, be 
presented to the senses, the mind instantly antici 
pates the appearnncc of the customary conse
quence. This holds also inversely. The retention 
and association above explained are called Expe 
rience. The anticipation is in effect no other than 
a particular conclusion from that experience . 
Herc we may remark by the way, that though 
memory gives birth to experience, which results 
from the comparison of facts remembered, the 
experience or habitual association remains, when 
the individual facts on which it is founded are all 
forgotten. I know from an experience which ex
cludes all doubt, the power of fire in melting sil
ver, and yet may not be able at present to recol
lect a particular instance in which I have seen this 
effect produced, or even in which I have had the 
fact attested by a credible witness. 

Some will perhaps object that the account 
now given makes our experimental reasoning 
look like a sort of mechanism, necessarily result
ing from the very constitution of the mind. I ac
knowledge the justness of the remark, but do not 
think that it ought to be regarded as an objection. 
It is plain that our reasoning in this way, if you 

please to call it so, is very early, and precedes all 
renection on our faculties, and the manner of ap
plying them. Those who attend to the progress of 
human nature through its different stages, and 
through childhood in particular, will observe that 
children make great acquisitions in knowledge 
from experience long before they attain the use of 
speech. The beasts also, in their sphere, improve 
by experience, which hath in them just the same 
foundations of sense and memory as in us, and 
hath, besides, a similar innuence on their actions. 
It is precisely in the same manner, and with the 
same success, that you might train a dog, or accus
tom a child to expect food on your calling to him 
in one tone of voice, and to dread your resentment 
when you use another. The brutes have evidently 
the rudiments of this species of rationality, which 
extends as far in them as the immediate purposes 
of self-preservation require, and which, whether 
you call it reason or instinct, they both acquire and 
use in the same manner as we do. That it reaches 
no further in them, seems to arise from an original 
incapacity of classing, and (if I may use the ex
pression) gencnilizing their perceptions; an exer
cise which lo us very quickly becomes familiar, 
and is what chieny fits us for the use of language. 
Indeed, in the extent of this capacity, as much, 
perhaps, as in any thing, lies also the principal nat
uml superiority of one man over another. 

But that we may be satisfied, that to this kind 
of reasoning, in its earliest or simplest fonn, little 
or no reflection is necessary, let it be observed, 
that it is now universally admitted by opticians, 
that it is not purely from sight , but from sight 
aided by experience, that we derive our notions 
of the distance of visible objects from the eye. 
The sensation, say they, is instantaneously fol
lowed by a conclusion or judgment founded on 
experience. The point is detennined from the dif
f ercnt phases of the object found, in former trials, 
to be connected with different distances, or from 
the effort that accompanies the different confor
mations we are obliged to give the organs of 
sight, in order to obtain a distinct vision of the 
object. Now, if this be the case, as I think hath 
been sufficiently evinced of late, it is manifest 
that this judgment is so truly instantaneous , and 
so perfectly the result of feeling and a~sociation, 
that the fonning of it totally escapes our notice. 
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Perhaps in no period of life will you find a per
son, that, on the lirst mention of it, can be easily 
persuaded that he derives this knowledge from 
experience. Every man will be ready to tell you 
that he needs no other witnesses than his eyes, to 
satisfy him that objects arc not in contact with his 
body, but arc at different distances from him as 
well as from one another. So passive is the mind 
in this matter, and so rapid arc the transitions 
which, by this ideal attraction, she is impelled lo 
make, that she is, in a manner, unconscious of 
her own operations. There is some ground to 
think, from the exact analogy which their organs 
bear to ours, that the discovery of distance from 
the eye is attained by brutes in the same manner 
as by us. As to this, however, l will not be posi
tive. But though, in this way, the mind acquires 
an early perception of the most obvious and nec
essary truths, without which the bodily organs 
would be of little use; in matters less important 
her procedure is much slower, and more the re
sult of voluntary application; and as the exertion 
is more deliberate, she is more conscious of her 
own activity, or, at least, remembers it longer. It 
is then only that in common style we honour her 
operation with the name of reasoning; though 
there is no essential difference between the two 
cases. It is true, indeed, that the conclusions in 
the first way, by which also in infancy we learn 
language, are commonly more to be regarded as 
infallible, than those effected in the second. 

Part Ill. The .mbdi1•isio11s of Morn/ Reasoning 

But to return to the proposed distribution of 
moral evidence. Under it I include these three 
tribes, experience, analogy, and testimony. To 
these I shall subjoin the consideration of a fourth, 
totally distinct from them all, but which appears 
to be a mixture of the demonstrative and the 
moral; or rather a particular application of the for
mer, for ascertaining the precise force of the lat
ter. The evidence I mean is that resulting from 
calculations concerning chances. 

i. Experience 

The first of these I have named peculiarly the 
evidence of experience, not with philosophical 
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propriety, but in compliance with common lan
guage, and for distinction's sake. Analogical rea
soning is surely reasoning from a more indirect 
experience. Now, as to this first kind, our experi 
ence is either uniform or various. In the one case, 
provided the facts on which it is founded be suf· 
licicntly numerous, the conclusion is said to be 
morally certain. In the other, the conclusion, built 
on the greater number of instances, is said to be 
probable, and more or less so, according to the 
proportion which the instances on that side bear 
to those on the opposite. Thus we arc perfectly 
assured that iron thrown into the river will sink, 
that deal will float; because these conclusions arc 
built on a full and uniform experience. That in 
the last week of December next, it will snow in 
any part of Britain specified, is perhaps probable; 
that is, if, on inquiry or recollection, we arc satis · 
ficd that this hath more frequently happened than 
the contrary; that some time in that month it will 
snow, is more probable, but not certain, because, 
though this conclusion is founded on experience, 
that experience is not uniform; lastly, that it will 
snow some time during winter will, I believe, on 
the same principles, be pronounced certain. 

It was affirmed that experience, or the ten
dency of the mind to associate ideas under the 
notion of causes, effects, or adjuncts, is never 
contracted by one example only. This assertion , 
it may be thought, is contradicted by the prinT 
ciple on which physiologists commonly proceed, 
who consider one accurate experiment in support 
of a particular doctrine as sufficient evidence. 
The better to explain this phenomenon , and the 
further to illustrate the nature of experience, I 
shall make the following observations. First, 
whereas sense and memory arc conversant only 
about individuals, our earliest experiences imply, 
or perhaps generate, the notion of a species, in
cluding all those individuals which have the most 
obvious and universal resemblance. From 
Charles, Thomas, William, we ascend to the idea 
of man; from Britain, France, Spain, to the idea 
of kingdom. As our acquaintance with nature en· 
larges, we discover resemblances, of a striking 
and important nature, between one species and 
another, which naturally begcL<; the notion of a 
genus. From comparing men with beasts, birds, 
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fishes, and reptiles, we perceive that they are all 
alike possessed of life, or a principle of sensation 
and action, and of an organized body, and hence 
acquire the idea of animal: in like manner, from 
comparing kingdoms with republics and aristoc
racies, we obtain the idea of nation, and thence 
again rise in the same track to ideas still more 
comprehensive. Further, let it be remembered, 
that by experience we not only decide concerning 
lhe future from the past, but concerning things 
uncommon from things familiar which resemble 
them. 

Now, to apply this observation: a botanist, in 
traversing the fields, lights on a particular plant, 
which appears to be of a species he is not ac
quainted with. The flower, he observes, is mono
petalous, and the number of flowers it carries is 
seven. Here are two facts that occur to his ob
servation; let us consider in what way he wiIJ be 
disposed to argue from them: From the first he 
does not hesitate to conclude, not only as prob
able, but as certain, that this individual, and all of 
the same species, invariably produce mono
petalous ftowers. From the second, he by no 
means concludes, as either certain, or even prob
able, that the flowers which either this plant, or 
others of the same species, carry at once, will al
ways be seven. This difference, to a superficial 
inquirer, might seem capricious, since there ap
pears to be one example, and but one in either 
case, on which the conclusion can be founded. 
The truth is, that it is not from this example only 
that he deduces these inferences. Had he never 
heretofore taken the smallest notice of any plant, 

..) he could not have reasoned at all from these re
f marks. The mind recurs instantly from the un-
1 known to all the other known species of the same 

:t' genus, and thence to all the known genera of the 
same order of tribe; and having experienced in 
the one instance, a regularity in every species, 
genus, and tribe, which admits no exception; in 
the other a variety as boundless as that of season, 
soil, and culture, it learns hence to mark the dif-

1,\ ference. 
Again, we may observe that, on a closer ac

quaintance with those objects wherewith we are 
surrounded, we come to discover that they are 
mostly of a compound nature, and that not only 

as containing a complication of those qualities 
called accidents, as gravity, mobility, colour, ex
tension, figure, solidity, which are common al
most to all matter, not only as consisting of dif
ferent members, but as comprehending a mixture 
of bodies, often very different in their nature and 
properties, as air, fire, water, earth, salt, oil, 
spirit, and the like. These, perhaps, on deeper re
searches, will be found to consist of materials 
still simpler. Moreover, as we advance in the 
study of nature, we daily find more reason to be 
convinced of her constancy in all her opemtions, 
that like causes, in like circumstances, always 
produce like effects, and inversely, like effects 
always flow from like causes. The inconstancy 
which appears al first in some of nature's works, 
a more improved experience teacheth us to ac
count for in this manner. As most of the objects 
we know arc of a complex nature, on a narrower 
scrutiny we find, that the effects ascribed to them 
ought often solely to be ascribed to one or more 
of the component parts; that the other [parts] 
noway contribute to the production; that, on the 
contrary, they sometimes tend to hinder it. If the 
parts in the composition of similar objects were 
always in equal quantity, their being com
pounded would make no odds; if the parts, 
though not equal, bore always the same propor
tion to the whole, this would make a difference: 
but such as in many cases might be computed. In 
both respects, however, there is an immense vari
ety. Perhaps every individual differs from every 
other individual of the same species, both in the 
quantities and in the proportions of its constituent 
member and component parts. This diversity is 
also found in other things, which, though hardly 
reducible to species, are generally known by the 
same name. The atmosphere in the same place at 
different times, or at the same time in different 
plllces, differs in density, heat, humidity, and the 
number, quality, and proportion of the vapours or 
particles with which it is louden. The more then 
we become acquainted with elementary natures, 
the more we are ascertained by a general experi
ence of the uniformity of their operations. And 
though perhaps it be impossible for us to attain 
the knowledge of the simplest elements of any 
body, yet when any thing appears so simple, or 
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rather so exactly uniform, as that we have ob
served it invariably to produce similar effects; on 
discovering any new effects, though but by one 
experiment, we conclude, from the general cxpc ~ 
ricncc of the efficient, a like constancy in this en 
ergy as in the rest. Fire consumes wood, melts 
copper, and hardens clay. 1n these instances it 
acts unifonnly, but not in these only. 1 lmve al
ways experienced hitherto, that whatever of any 
species is consumed by it once, all of the same 
species it will consume upon trial at any time. 
The like may be said of what is mclred, or hard
ened, or otherwise altered by it. If then, for the 
first time, I try the innuencc of fire on any fossil, 
or other substance, whatever be the effect, 1 read
ily conclude that fire will always produce a simi
lar effect on similar bodies. This conclusion is 
not founded on this single instance, but on this 
instance compared with a general experience of 
the regularity of this clement in all its operations. 

So much for the first tribe, the evidence of ex
perience, on which 1 have enlarged the more, as it 
is, if not the foundation, at least the criterion of 
all moral reasoning whatever. It is, besides, the 
principal organ of lrulh in all the branches of 
physiology (I use the word in its largest accepta
tion), including natural history, astronomy, geog
raphy, mechanics, optics, hydrostatics, meteorol
ogy, medicine, chemistry . Under the general term 
I also comprehend natural theology and psychol
ogy, which, in my opinion, have been most un
naturally disjoincd by philosophers. Spirit, which 
here comprises only the Supreme Being and the 
human soul, is surely as much included under the 
notion of natural object as body is, and is know 
able to the philosopher purely in the same way, 
by observation and experience. 

ii. Analogy 

The evidence of analogy, as was hinted above, 
is but a more indirect experience, founded on 
some remote similitude. As things, however, arc 
often more easily comprehended by the aid of ex
ample than by definition, I shall in that manner il
lustrate the difference between experimental evi 
dence and analogical. The circulation of the 
blood in one human body is, I shall suppose, ex 
perimentally discovered. Nobody will doubt of 
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this being a sufficient proof from experience, that 
the blood circulates in every human body. Nay, 
further, when we consider the great similarity 
which other animal bodies bear to the human 
body, and that both in the structure and in the 
destination of the several organs and limbs; par
ticularly when we consider the resemblance in 
the blood itself, and blood vessels, and in the fab
ric and pulsation of the heart and arteries, it will 
appear sufficient experimental evidence of the 
circulation of the blood in brutes, especially in 
quadrupeds . Yet, in this application, it is mani
fest, that the evidence is weaker than in the for
mer. But should I from the same experiment infer 
the circulation of the sap in vegetables, this 
would be called an argument only from analogy. 
Now, all reasonings from experience arc obvi
ously weakened in proportion to the remoteness 
of the resemblance subsisting between that on 
which the argument is founded, and that concern
ing which we form the conclusion. 

The same thing may be considered in a differ
ent way. I have learnt from experience, that like 
cffeclo; sometimes proceed from objects which 
faintly resemble, but not near so frequently as 
from objects which have been a more perfect 
likeness. By this experience I have been enabled 
lo determine the degrees of probability from the 
degrees of similarity in the different cases. It is 
presumable that the former of these ways has the 
earliest influence, when the mind, unaccustomed 
to rellcction, fonns but a weak association, and 
consequently but a weak expectation of a similar 
event from a weak resemblance. The taller seems 
more the result of thought, and is belier adapted 
to the ordinary forms of reasoning. 

It is allowed that analogical evidence is at best 
but a feeble support, and is hardly ever honoured 
with the name of proof. Nevertheless, when the 
analogies arc numerous, and the subject admits 
not evidence of another kind, it doth not want ef
ficacy. It must be owned, however, that it is gen
erally more successful in silencing objections 
than in evincing truth, and on this account may 
more properly be styled the defensive anns of the 
orator than the offensive. Though it rarely re
futes, it frequently repels refutation, like those 
weapons which, though they cannot kill the 
enemy, will ward his blows. 
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iii. Tesrimouy SG."""t.c. 1 pl..~1ovi...11, \,•i"'"', we derive all that we can discover of the future. 
But the former is dignified with the name of 

The third tribe is the evidence of testimony, knowledge, whereas the latter is rega~ded a~ mat~ 
which is either oral or written. This also hath ter of conjecture only. When expenence 1s ap• 
been thought by some, but unjustly, to be solely plied to the discovery of th7 truth in a partic~la~ 
and originally derived from the same source, ex - incident, we call the evidence presumptive, 
perience."' The utmost in regard to .this, that can ample testimony is accounted a positive proof of 
be affirmed with truth, is that the evidence of tes - the fact. Nay, the strongest conviction built 
timony is to be considered a:- strictly logical, no merely on the former is sometimes overturned by 
further lhan human veracity in general, or the ve- the slighlest attack of the latter. Testimony is ca
racity of witnesses of such a character, and in pable of giving us absolute certainly (Mr. ~ume 
such circumstances in particular, is supported, or himself being judge' 1) even of the most m1racu
perhaps more properly, hath not been rcfuled, by lous fact, or of what is contrary lo uniform expe
expericncc. But that testin.10ny, antecedcn!IY ~o rience. For, perhaps, in no other instance c~n ex 
expcriencc, hath a natural influence on belief, 15 perience be applied to individual events with so 
undeniable. In this it resembles memory; for much certainty, as in what relates to the r~vol~
though the defects and misrepresentations ~f lions of the heavenly bodies. Yet, even this ev1-
memory are corrected by experience , yet that this dence, he admits, may not only be counterbal • 
faculty hath an innate evidence of its o~n we anced, but destroyed by testimony. 
know from this, that if we had not previously Bl.it to return. Testimony is a serious intima
given an implicit faith to ~emory, ~e ~ad never tion from another, of any fact or observation, as 
been able to acquire expenence. This will appear being what he remembers to have seen or hear~ 
from the rcvisal of its nature, as explained above. or experienced. To 1his, when we have no pos1-
Nay, it must be owned, that in what r~gards live reasons of mistrust or doubt, we are, by an 
single facts, testimony is more adequate ev1de~cc original principle of our nature (analogous to t~at 
than any conclusions from experience. The 1m- which compels our faith in memory), led to g1~e 
mediate conclusions from experience are general, an unlimited assent. As on memory alone 1s 
and run thus: "This is the ordinary course of na- founded the merely personal experience of the 
ture;" - "Such an event may reasonably be ex- individual, so on testimony in concurrence with 
pected, when all the attendant.circu~stances arc memory is founded the much more extensive ex
similar." When we descend m particulars, the perience which is not originally our ow~, but de 
conclusion necessarily becomes weaker, being rived from others. 12 By the first, I question not, a 
more indirect. For though all the k11ow11 circum- man might acquire all the knowledge necessary 
stances be similar, all the acwal circumstances for mere animal support, in that rudest state of 
may not be similar; nor is it possibl~ in any case human nature (if ever such a state existed) which 
to be assured, that all the actual circumstances was without speech and without society; to ~he 
arc known to us. Accordingly, experience is the last, in conjunction with the other, we are m
foundation of philosophy; which con~ists in .a debted for every thing which distinguishes the 
collection of general truths, systemaucally d1- man from the brute, for language, arts, and civi~ 
gested. On the contrary, the direct conclusion lization. It hath been observed, that from experi 
from testimony is particular, and runs thus: "This ence we learn to confine our belief in human les• 
is the fact in the instance specified." Testimony, timony within the proper bounds. Hence we are 
lherefore, is the foundation of history, which is taught to consider many attendant circu~sta~ces, 
occupied about individuals. Hence we deriv~ our which serve either to corroborate or to mvahdate 
acquaintance with past ages, as from expenence its evidence. The reputation of the attester, his 

'") had occasion to make some rcl\ections on this subject 
funnerly. Sec Dissenations un Mimclcs, Pan i. Seel. 1 •• The~ 
are several ingenious observations on the same suhJcct m 
Reid's Inquiry, Ch. vi. Sect. 23. IAu.J 

manner of address, the nature of the fact attested , 
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"Dissertation on Miracles, Part i. SL'Ct. 1. [Au.I 
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the occasion of giving the lestimony. the possible 
or probable design in giving it, the disposition of 
the hearers to whom it was given, and several 
other circumslances, have all considerable innu 
ence in fixing the degree of credibility. But of 
these I shall have occa sion to take notice afler 
wards. It deserves likewise 10 be attended to on 
this subject, that in a number of concurrent testi 
monies (in cases wherein there could have been 
no previous concert), there is a probability dis 
tinct from that which may be termed the sum of 
the probabilities resulting from the testimonies of 
the witnesses, a probability which would remain 
even though the witnesses were of such a charac 
ter as to merit no faith at all. This probability 
arises purely from the concurrence itself. That 
such a concurrence should spring from chance is 
as one lo infinite; that is, in other words, morally 
impossible. If therefore concert be excluded, 
there remains no other cause but the reality of the 
fact. 

Now to this species of evidence, tcSLimony, 
we are first immediately indebted for all the 
branches of philology, such as, history, civil, 
ecclesiastic, and literary; grammar, language s, 
jurisprudence, and criticism; to which I may 
add revealed religion, as far as it is to be con
sidered as a subject of historical and critical in
quiry, and so discoverable by natural means; 
and secondly, to the same source we owe, as 
was hinted above, a great part of that light 

lc.U\tit 1 hich is commonly known under the name of 
\I~~. experience, but which is, in f~ct, not founded 

n our own personal observations, or the no
tices originally given by our own senses, but on 
the attested experiences and observations of 
others. So that as hence we derive entirely our 
knowledge of the actions and productions of 
men, especially in other regions and in former 
ages, hence also we derive, in a much greater 
measure than is commonly imagined, our ac 
quaintance with Nature and her works.-Logic, 
rhetoric, ethics, economics, and politics are 
properly branches of pneumatology,•J though 
very closely connected with the philological 
studies above enumerated. 

' 3111c study of spiri1s or ~pi ritual phen omena . IJ!d. I 
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The last kind of evidence I proposed to con 
sider, was that resulting from calculations of 
chances. Chance is not commonly understood, 
either in philosophic or in vulgar language, lo 
imply the exclusion of a cause, but our ignorance 
of the cau se. It is often employed to denote a bare 
possibility of an event, when nothing is known 
either to produce or to hinder it. But in this mean
ing it can never be made the subject of calcula · 
lion. It then only affords scope to the calculator, 
when a cause is known for the production of an 
effect, and when that effect must necessarily be 
attended with thi s or that or the other circum . 
stance; but no cause is known to determine us to 
regard one particular circumstance in preference 
to the rest, as that which shall accompany the 
supposed effect. The effect is then considered as 
neces sary, but the circumstance as only casual or 
contingent. When a die is thrown out of the hand, 
we know that its gravity will make it fall; we 
know al so that this, together with its cubical fig· 
urc, will make it lie so, when intercepted by the 
table, as to have one side facing upwards. Thus 
far we proceed on the certain principles of a uni
form experience; but there is no principle which 
can lead me to conclude that one side rather than 
another will be turned up. I know that this cir
cumstance is not without a cause; but is, on the 
contrary. as really effected by the previous toss· 
ing which it receives in the hand or in the box, as 
its fall and the manner of its lying arc by its grav
ity and flgure. But the various turns or motions 
given it, in this manner, do inevitably escape my 
notice; and so arc held for nothing. I say, there
fore, that the chance is equal for every one of the 
six sides. Now, if five of these were marked with 
the same figure, suppose a dagger ltJ, and only 
one with an asterisk [ *J, I should in that case say, 
there were flvc chances that the die would turn up 
the dagger, for one that it would turn up the aster
isk. For the turning up each of the six sides being 
equally possible, there arc live cases in which the 
dagger, and only one in which the asterisk would 
be uppermost. 

This differs from experience, inasmuch as I 
reckon the probability here, not from numbering 
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and comparing the events after repeated trials, 
but without any trial, from balancing the possibil
ities on both sides. But though different from ex
perience, it is so similar, that we cannot wonder 
that il should produce a similar effect upon the 
mind. These different positions being considered 
as equal, if any of five shall produce one effect, 
and but the sixth another, the mind, weighting the 
different events, resteth in an expectation of that 
in which the greater number of chances concur; 
but still accompanied with a degree of hesitancy, 
which appears proportioned to the number of 
chances on the opposite side. It is much after the 
same manner that the mind, on comparing its 
own experiences, when five instances favour one 
side to one th~t favours the contrary, determines 
the greater credibility of the former. Hence, in all 
complicated cases, the very degree of probability 
may be arithmetically ascertained. That two dice 
marked in the common way will tum up seven, is 
thrice as probable as that they will tum up eleven, 
and six times as probable as that they will tum up 
twelve. '4 The degree of probability is here deter
mined demonstratively. It is indeed true that such 
mathematical calculations may be founded on ex
perience, as well as upon chances. Examples of 
this we have in the computations that have been 
made of the value of annuities, insurances, and 
several other commercial articles. In such cases a 
great number of instances is necessary, the great
est exactness in collecting them on each side, and 
due care that there be no discoverable peculiarity 
in any of them, which would render them unfit for 
supporting a general conclusion. 

Part JV. The superiority of Sciemijic 
E1•ide11ce reexamined 

After the enumeration made in the first part of 
this section, of the principal differences between 

'•Call one die A, the other . B. The chances for 7 arc 
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1111: chances for eleven arc 
A 6. B 5, 
1A5 , B 6, 

The only chance for 12 is A 6 , B 6. The 1st is 10 1he 2nd as 6 
to :t; to lhc 3rd, as 6 lo I IAu.J 

scientific evidence and moral, I signified my in
tention of resuming the subject afterwards, as far 
at least as might be necessary to show, that the 
prerogatives of demonstration are not so consid
erable, as on a cursory view one is apt to imag
ine. It will be proper now to execute this inten
tion. I could not attempt it sooner, as the right 
apprehension of what is to be advanced will de
pend on a just conception of those things which 
have lately been explained. In the comparison re
ferred to, I contrasted the two sorts of evidence, 
as they arc in themselves, without considering 
the influence which the necessary application of 
our faculties in using both, has, and ought to 
have, on the effect. The observations then made 
in that abstracted view of the subject, appear to 
be well founded. But that view, I acknowledge, 
doth not comprehend the whole with which we 
are concerned. 

It was observed of memory, that as it instantly 
succeeds sensation, it is the repository of all the 
stores from which our experience is collected, 
and that without an implicit faith in the clear rep
resentations of that faculty, we could not advance 
a step in the acquisition of experimental knowl
edge. Yet we know that memory is not infallible: 
nor can we pretend that in any case there is not a 
physical possibility of her making a false report . 
Here, it may be said, is an irremediable imbecil
ity in the very foundation of moral reasoning . 
But is it Jess so in demonstrative reasoning? This 
point deserves a careful examination. 

It was remarked concerning the taller, that it is L4e 
a proof consisting of an uninterrupted series of ~ 
axioms. The truth of each is intuitively perceived 
as we proceed. But this process is of necessity 
gradual, and these axioms are all brought in suc-
cession. It must then be solely by the aid of mem-
ory, that they are capable of producing convic-
tion in the mind. Nor by this do I mean to affirm, 
that we can remember the preceding steps with 
their connexions, so as to have them all present 
to our view at one instant; for then we should, in 
that instant, perceive the whole intuitively. Our 
remembrance, on the contrary, amounts to no 
more than this, that the perception of the truth of 
the axiom to which we are advanced in the proof, 
is accompanied with a strong impression on the 
memory of the satisfaction that the mind received 
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from lhe justness and regularity of what pre
ceded. And in this we arc under u necessity of ac
quiescing; l"or the understanding is no more cap
able of contemplating and perceiving at once the 
truth of all the propositions in the series, than the 
tongue is capable of uttering them at once. Be
fore we make progress in geometry, we come to 
demonstrations, wherein there is a reference to 
preceding demonstrations; and in these perhaps 
to others that preceded them. The bare rcncction. 
that as to these we once were satisfied, is ac
counted by every learner, and teacher too, as suf
ficient. And if it were not so, no advancement at 
all could be made in this science. Yet. here again, 
the whole evidence is reduced to the testimony of 
memory. It may be said that, along with the re
membrance now mentioned, there is often in the 
mind a conscious power of recollecting the sev
eral steps, whenever it pleases; but the power of 
recollecting them severally, and successively, 
and the actual instantaneous recollection of the 
whole, arc widely different. Now, what is the 
consequence of this induction? It is plainly this, 
that. in spite of the pride of malhcsis, no demon
stration whatever can produce, or reasonably 
ought to produce, a higher degree of certainty 
than that which results from the vivid representa
tions of memory, on which the other is obliged to 
lean. Such is here the natural subordination, how
ever mtional and purely intellectual the former 
may be accounted, however mysterious and inex
plicable the latter. For it is manifest, that without 
a perfect acquiescence in such representations, 
the mathematician could not advance u single 
step beyond his definitions and axioms. Nothing 
therefore is more certain, however inconceivable 
it appeared to Dr. Priestley, than what was af
firmed by Dr. Oswald, that the possibility of 
error attends the most complete demo11stratio11. 

If from theory we recur to fact, we shall 
quickly find, that those most deeply versed in this 
sort of reasoning arc conscious of the justness of 
the remark now made. A geometrician, I shall 
suppose, discovers a new theorem, which, having 
made a diagram for the purpose, he attempts to 
demonstrate, and succeeds in the attempt. The 
figure he hath constructed is very complex, and 
the demonstration long. Allow me now to ask, 
Will he be so perfectly satisfied on the first trial 
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as not to think it of importance to make a second, 
perhaps u third, and a fourth? Whence arises this 
diffidence'! Purely from the consciousness of the 
fallibility of his own faculties. But to what pur
pose, it may be said, the reiterations of the at
tempt, since it is impossible for him, by any ef
forts, to shake off his dependence on the accuracy 
of his attention and fidelity of his memory? Or, 
what can he have more than reiterated testimonies 
of his memory, in support of the truth of its for
mer testimony? I acknowledge, that after a hun
dred attempts he can have no more. But even this 
is a great deal. We learn from experience, that the 
mistakes or oversights committed by the mind in 
one operation. arc sometime!-., on a review, cor· 
rcctcd on the second, or perhaps on a third. Be
sides, the repetition. when no error is discovered, 
enlivens the remembrance, and so strengthens the 
conviction. But, for this conviction. it is plain that 
we arc in a great measure indebted to memory. 
and in some measure even to experience. 

Arithmetical operations, as well as geometri
cal, are in their nature scientific: yet the most ;1c
curatc accountants arc very sensible of the possi
bility of committing a hlumler, and therefore 
rarely fail, for securing the matter. when it is of 
importance, to prove what they have done, by 
trying to effect the same thing another way. You 
have employed yourself, I .~uppose, in resolving 
some difficult problem by algebra, and arc con
vinced that your solution is just. One whom you 
know to be an expert algrebraist, carefully pe
ruses the whole operation. and acquaints you that 
he hath discovered an error in your procedure. 
You arc that instant sensible that your conviction 
was not of such an impregnable nature, but that 
his single testimony. in consequence of the confi
dence you repose in his experienced veracity and 
skill, makes a considerable abatement in it. 

Many cases might be supposed. of belief 
founded only on moral evidence, which it would 
be impossible thus to shake. A mun of known 
probity and good sense, and (if you think it 
makes an addition of any moment in this case) an 
astronomer and philosopher, bids you look at the 
sun us it goes down, and tells you. with a serious 
countenance, that the sun which sets today will 
never again rise upon the earth. Whal would be 
the effect of this declaration'! Would it create in 

you any doubts? I belie 
soundness of the man's i 
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you any doubts '! I believe it might, as to the 
soundness of the man ' s intellects, but not as lo 
the truth of what he said. Thu:;, if we regard only 
the effect, demonstration itself doth not always 
produce such immovable certainty, as is some
times consequent on merely moral evidence. And 
if there are, on the other hand, some well -known 
demonstrations, of so great authority, that it 
would equally look like lunacy to impugn, it may 
deserve the auention of the curious to inquire 
how far, with respect to the bulk of mankind, 
these circumstances, their having stood the test of 
ages, their having obtained the universal suffrage 
of those who arc qualified lo examine them 
(things purely of the nature of moral evidence), 
have contributed to that unshaken faith with 
which they are received. 

The principal difference then, in respect of the 
result of both kinds, is reduced to this narrow 
point. In mathematical reasoning, provided you 
are ascertained of the regular procedure of the 
mind, to affirm that the conclusion is false im
plies a contradiction; in moral reac;oning, Lhough 
the procedure of Lhc mind were quile unexcep
tionable, there slill remains a physical possibility 
of the falsity of the conclusion. But how small 
this difference is in reality, any judicious person 
who bul attends a lillle may easily discover. The 
geometrician, for instance, can no more doubt 
whether the book called Euclid's Elements is a 
human composition , whether its contents were 
discovered and digested into the order in which 
they are there disposed, by human genius and art, 
than he can doubt the truth of the propositions 
therein demonstrated. Is he in the smallest degree 
surer of any of the properties of the circle, than 
that if he lake away his hand from the compasses 
with which he is describing it on the wall, they 
will immediately fall to the ground? These things 
affect his mind, and influence his practice, pre
cisely in the same manner. 

So much for the various kinds of evidence, 
whether intuitive or deductive; intuitive evi
dence, as divided into that of pure intellcction, of 
consciousness, and of common sense, under the 
last of which that of memory is included; deduc
tive evidence, as divided into scientific and 
moral, with the subdivisions of the latter into ex
perience, analogy, and testimony, to which hath 

--
been added the consideration of a mixed species 
concerning chances. So much for the various 
subjects of discourse, and the sorts of eviction of 
which they arc respectively, susceptible. This, 
though peculiarly the logician's province, is the 
foundation of all conviction, and consequently of -~ 
persuasion too. To auain either of these ends, the-Wr,.bw, 4-{.,i 
speaker musl always assume the character of the } £Awa.~ 
close and candid reasoner; for though he may be • c...,c .. 11. 

an acute logician who is no omtor, he will never \ ~ 
be a consummate orator who is no logician. . . . ~tc.: 

CHAPTER VII 

Of the Cousidemticm which the Speaker ought to 
have of the Hearers, as 111e11 in ge11eml. 

Rhetoric, as was observed already, nol only con 
siders the subject, but also the hearers and the 
speaker. '5 The hearers musl be considered in a 
twofold view, as men in general, and as such men 
in particular. 

As men in general, it must be allowed there 
arc certain principles in our nature, which, when 
properly addressed and managed, give no incon 
siderable aid to reason in promoting belief. Nor 
is it just to conclude from this concession, as 
some have hastily done, Lhat oratory may be de
fined, "The art of deception," The use of such 
helps will be found, on a stricter examination, to 

@~k.. 

"'"-'r,k. 
f'-Wf 
b1r.: ~, ' 
w-\ 
~o' 

be in most cases quite legitimate, and even nec
essary, if we would give reason herself that in flu- . 
ence which is certainly her due. In order 10 

evince the truth considered by itself, conclusive 
arguments alone are requisite; but in order to 
convince me by these arguments, it is moreover 
requisite thal they be understood, that they be at
tended 10, thal they be remembered by me; and in 
order to persuade me by them to any particular 
action or conduct, it is further requisite, that by 
interesting me in the subject, they may, as it 
were, be felt. It is not therefore the understanding 
alone Lhat is here concerned. If the orator would j 
prove successful, it is necessary that he engage in 
his service all these different powers of the mind, 
the imagination, Lhe memory, and Lhc passions. 
These are not the supplanters of reason, or even 

''Chup. iv. [Au.] 
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~ 1~ I} rivals in her sway; they arc her handmaids •. by 
; +'•s whose ministry she is enabled to usher truth mto 

the heart, and procure it there a favourable recep
tion. As handmaids they arc liable to be seduced 
by sophistry in the garb of reason , and sometimes 
arc made ignorantly to lend their aid in the intro-

,i). ,., • ; duction of falsehood. But their service is not on 
:.1_ ,..... this account to be dispensed with; there is even a 
,.. necessity of employing it, founded on our nature . 

, •':.-, \ Our eyes and hands and feet will give us the 
~~'.r , same assistance in doing mischief as in doing 
~ . good; but it would not therefore be better for the 
"'""- world that all mankind were blind and lame. 
~ '.:I, Arms 'arc not to be laid aside by honest men, bc
i-b~ 1 cause carried by assassins and ruffians; they arc 
~ to be used the rather for this vc_ry reason. Nor arc 

• j 

.• 

those mental powers, of which eloquence so 
much avails herself, like the art of war or other 
human arts, perfectly indifferent to good and 
evil, and only beneficial as they are rightly em
ployed. On the contrary, they arc by nature, as 
will perhaps appear afterwards, more friendly to 
truth than to falsehood, and more easily retained 
in the cause of virtue, than in that of vice. 

Scctio11 I. Me11 considered as c11dowcd witJ, 
U11dersta11di11g 

But to descend to particulars; the first thing to be 
• • studied by the speaker is, that his arguments may 
Ll-k...t-'~ be understood . If they be unintelligible, the cause 
~;...,.,~ ~us! be either in _the sense ?r in the expression. It 
~~ u hes m the sense tf the mediums of proof be such 
M--~"'"X as the hearers are unacquainted with; that is, if 

\l the ideas introduced be either without the sphere 
of their knowledge , or too abstract for their ap
prehension and habitc; of thinking . It lies in the 
sense likewise, if the train of reasoning (though 
no unusual ideas should be introduced) be longer, 
or more complex, or more intricate, than they arc 
accustomed to. But as the fitness of the argu
ments, in these respects, depends on the capacity, 
education, and attainments of the hearers, which 
in different orders of men arc different, this prop 
erly belongs to the consideration which the 
speaker ought to have of his audience , not as men 
in general, but as men in particular. The obscu
rity which ariseth from the expression will come 
in course to be considered in the sequel. 

ENLIGHTENM ENT RHETORIC 

Sectio11 II. Men c,msidercd as c11dowcd with 
Imagi11aticm 

The second thing requisite is that his reasoning 
be attended to; for this purpose the imagination 
must be engaged. Attention is prerequisite to 
every effect of speaking, and without some grati· 
fication in hearing, there will be no attention, at 
least of any continuance. Those qualities in ideas 
which principally gratify the fancy, arc vivacity, 
beauty, sublimity, novelty. Nothing contributes 
more to vivacity than striking resemblances in 
the imagery . which convey, besides, an addi
tional pleasure of their own . 

But there is still a further end to be served by 
pleasing the imagination , than that of awakening 
and preserving the attention, however importa~t 
this purpose alone ought to be accounted . I will 
not say with a late subtle mctaphysician, 16 that 
"Belief consistcth in the liveliness of our ideas." 
That this doctrine is erroneous, it would be quite 
foreign to my purpose to attempt here to 
evince. •7 Thus much however is indubitable, that 
belief commonly enlivens our ideas; and that 
lively ideas have a stronger innucnce than faint 
ideas to induce belief. But so far arc these two 
from being coincident, that even this connexion 
between them, though common , is not necessary. 
Vivacity of ideas is not always accompanied with 
faith, nor is faith always able to produce vivacity . 
The ideas raised in my mind by the (CEdipus 
Tyrannus of Sophocles, or the Lear of Shake
speare, arc incomparably more lively than those 
excited by a cold but faithful historiographer. Yet 
I may give full credit to the languid narrative of 
the latter, though I believe not a single sentence 
in those tragedies. If a proof were asked of the 
greater vivacity in the one case than in the other 
(which, by the way, must be finally dctennincd 
by consciousness), let these effects serve for ar· 
gurncnts. The ideas of the poet give greater pica· 
sure, command closer attention, operate more 
strongly on the passions, and arc longer remem
bered. If these be not sufficient evidences of 
greater vivacity, I own I have no apprehension of 

'''The nulhnr of a Tre"Jli~c of Human Nature, in J vols 
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the meaning which that author affixes to the 
term. The connexion, however, that generally 
subsisteth between vivacity and belief will ap
pear less marvellous, if we reflect that there is not 
so great a difference between argument and illus
tration as is usually imagined. The same inge
nious writer says, concerning moml reasoning, 
that it is but a kind of comparison. The truth of 
this assertion any one will easily be convinced 
of, who considers the preceding observations on 
that subject. 

Where then lies the difference between ad
dressing the judgment and addressing the fancy? 
and what hath given rise to the distinction be
tween ratiocination and imagery? The following 
observations will serve for an answer to this 
query. It is evident, that though the mind receives 
a considerable pleasure from the discovery of re
semblance, no pleasure is received when the re
semblance is of such a nature as is familiar to 
every body. Such are those resemblances which 
result from the specific and generic qualities of 
ordinary objects. What gives the principle delight 
to the imagination, is the exhibition of a strong 
likeness, which escapes the notice of the general
ity of people. The similitude of man to man, 
eagle to eagle, sea to sea, or in brief, of one indi
vidual to another individual of the same species, 
affects not the fancy in the least. What poet 
would ever think of comparing a combat between 
two of his heroes to a combat between other two? 
Yet no where else will he find so strong a resem
blance. Indeed, to the faculty of imagination, this 
resemblance appears rather under the notion of 
identity; although it be the foundation of the 
strongest reasoning from experience. Again, the 
similarity of one species to another of the same 
genus, as of the lion to the tiger, of the alder to 
the oak, though this too be a considerable fund of 
argumentation, hardly strikes the fancy more 
than the preceding, inasmuch as the generical 
properties, whereof every species participates, 
are also obvious. But if from the experimental 
reasoning we descend to the analogical, we may 
be said to come upon a common to which reason 
and fancy have an equal claim. "A comparison," 
says Quintilian, "hath almost the effect of an ex
ample." But what are rhetorical comparisons, 
when brought to illustrate any point inculcated 

on the hearers, - what are they, I say, but argu 9 

ments from analogy'! In proof of this let us bor· 
row an instance from the forementioned rhetori 
cian, "Would you be convinced of the necessity 
of education for the mind, consider of what im• 
portance culture is to the ground: the field which, 
cultivated, produceth a plentiful crop of useful 
fruits, if neglected, will be overrun with briars 
and brambles, and other useless or noxious 
weeds." It would be no helter than triHing to 
point out the argument couched in this passage . 
Now if comparison, which is the chief, hath so 
great an influence upon conviction, it is no won• 
der that all those other oratorical tropes and fig
ures addressed to the imagination, which are 
more or Jess nearly related to comparison, should 
derive hence both life and efficacy. Even antithe 
sis implies comparison. Simile is a comparison in 
epitome. 18 Metaphor is an allegory in miniature . 
Allegory and prosopopeia are comparisons con
veyed under a particular form. 

Sectio,r III. Me11 co,rsidered as e11dowed wit/, 
Memory 

Further, vivid ideas are not only more powerful 
than languid ideas in commanding and preserv
ing attention, they are not only more efficacious 
in producing conviction, but they are also more 
easily retained. Those several powers, under
standing, imagination, memory, and passion, are 
mutually subservient. That it is necessary for the 
orator to engage the help of memory, will appear 
from many reasons, particularly from what was 
remarked above, on the fourth difference be
tween moral reasoning and demonstrative. '9 It 
was there observed, that in the former the credi
bility of the fact is the sum of the evidence of all 
the arguments, often independent of one another, 
brought to support it. And though it was shown 
that demonstration itself, without the assistance 
of this faculty, could never produce conviction; 

' "Simile and comparison arc in common language frc. 
qucntly confounded. The difference is this: Simile is no more 
llmn a comparison suggested in a wort! or two: us, He foughl 
like a lion: His face shone us the sun. Comparison is a simile 
circumstanlialcd and included in one or more scparnle sen 
lcnccs. [Au.J 
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yet here it must be owned, that the natural con· 
ncxion of the several links in the chain renders 
the remembrance easier. Now, as nothing can op· 
crate on the mind which is not in some respect 
present to it, care must be taken by the orator 
that, in introducing new topics, the vestiges left 
by the former on the minds of the hearers may 
not be effaced. It is the sense of this necessity 
which hath given rise to the rules of composition. 

Some will perhaps consider it as irregular, that 
I speak here of addressing the memory, of which 
no mention al all was made in the lirsl chapter, 
wherein I considered the different forms of clo· 
quence, classing them by the different faculties 
of the mind addressed. But this apparent irregu
larity will vanish, when it is observed, that, with 
regard to the faculties there mentioned, each of 
them may not only be the direct, but even the ul
timate object of what is spoken. The whole scope 
may be al one time to inform or convince the un· 
derslanding, al another to delight the imagina· 
lion, al a third to agitate the passions, and al a 
fourth to determine the will. But it is never the 
ultimate end of speaking to be remembered, when 
what is spoken lends neither lo instruct, lo please, 
to move, nor to persuade, This therefore is of ne
cessity no more on any occasion than a subordi
nate end; or, which is precisely the same thing, 
the means to some further end; and as such, it is 
more or less necessary on every occasion. The 
speaker's attention to this subserviency of mem
ory is always so much the more requisite, the 
greater the difficulty of remembrance is, and 
the more important the being remembered is to 
the attainment of the ultimate end. On both ac · 
counts, il is of more consequence in those dis 
courses whose aim is either instruction or persua . 
sion, than in those whose design is solely lo 
please the fancy, or to move the passions. And if 
there arc any which answer none of those ends, it 
were better to learn lo forget them than to leach 
the method of making them lo be retained. 

The author of the treatise above quoted hath 
divided the principles of association in ideas into 
resemblance, contiguity, and causation. I do not 
here inquire into all the defects of this cnumera · 
lion, but only observe that, even on his own sys 
tem, order both in space and time ought to have 
been included. ll appears at least to have an equal 
title with causation, which, according to him, is 
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but a particular modification and combination of 
the other two. Causation, considered as an asso
ciating principle, is, in his theory, no more than 
the contiguous succession of two ideas, which is 
more deeply imprinted on the mind by its experi
ence of a similar contiguity and succession of the 
impressions from which they arc copied. This 
therefore is the result of resemblance and vicinity 
united. Order in place is likewise a mode of 
vicinity, where this last tic is strengthened by the 
regularity and simplicity of figure; which quali
ties arise solely from the resemblance of the cor
responding parts of the ligurc; or the parts simi· 
larly situated. Regular ligures, besides the 
advantages they derive from simplicity and uni· 
formity, have this also, that they arc more famil
iar to the mind than irrcgular· ligures, and arc 
therefore more easily conceived. Hence the innu
ence which order in place hath upon the memory. 
If any person question this inllucncc, let him but 
rcnect, how much easier it is to remember a con
siderable number of persons, whom one hath 
seen ranged on benches or chairs, round a hall, 
than the same number seen standing promiscu
ously in a crowd: and how natural it is, for assist
ing the memory in recollecting the persons, to 
recur to the order wherein they were placed. 

As to order in lime, which in composition is 
properly styled Method, it consistcth principally 
in connecting the parts in such a manner as lo 
give vicinity to things in the discourse which 
have an affinity; that is, resemblance, causality, 
or other relation in nature; and thus making their 
customary association and resemblance, as in the 
former case, co-operate with their contiguity in 
duration, or immediate succession in the deliv
ery. The utility of method for aiding the memory, 
all the world knows. But besides this, there arc 
some parts of the discourse, as well as figures of 
speech, peculiarly adapted to this end. Such arc 
the division of the subject, the rhetorical repeti
tions of every kind, the different modes of transi
tion and recapitulation . 

Sccti,m IV. Mc11 c,msidcrcd as e11dowcd with 
Passill11s 
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which gives them stability, passion doth more, it 
animates them. Hence they derive spirit and en 
ergy. To say that it is possible to persuade with· 
out speaking to the passions, is but at best a kind 
of specious nonsense. The coolest reasoner al
ways in persuading addresseth himself to the pas
sions ),ome way or other . This he cannot avoid 
doing, if he speak to the purpose. To make me 
believe it is enough to show me that things are 
so; to make me act, it is necessary to show that 
the action will answer some end. That can never 
be an end to me which gratifles no passion or af
fection in my nature. You assure me, "It is for 
my honour ." Now you solicit my pride, without 
which I had never been able to understand the 
word. You say, " It i<: for my interest." Now you 
bespeak my self -love. "It is for the public good." 
Now you rouse my patriotism. "It will relieve the 
miserable." Now you touch my pity. So far there 
fore it is from being an unfair method of persua 
sion to move the passions , that there is no persua 
sion without moving them. 

But if so much depend on passion, where is 
the scope for argument? Before I answer this 
question, let it be observed that, in order to per
suade, there arc two things which must be care 
fully studied by the orator. The first is, to excite 
some desire or passion in the hearers; the second 
is to satisfy their judgment that there is a connex 
ion between the action to which he would per 
suade them, and the gratification of the desire or 
passion which he excites. This is the analysis or 
persuasion. The fonner is effected by communi
cating lively and glowing ideas of the object; the 
latter, unless so evident of itself as to supersede 
the necessity, by presenting the best and most 
forcible arguments which the nature of the sub 
ject admits. In the one lies the pathetic, in the 
other the argumentative . These incorporated to
gether (as was observed in the first chapter) con 
stitute that vehemence of contention, to which 
the greatest exploits of eloquence ought doubt · 
less to be ascribed. Here then is the principal 
scope for argument, but not the only scope, as 
will appear in the sequel. When the first end 
alone is attained, the pathetic without the rntio
nal, the passions are indeed roused from a dis
agreeable languor by the help of the imagination, 
and the mind is thrown into a state which, though 
accompanied with some painful emotions, rarely 

fails , upon the whole, to affect it with plea~ure. 
But, if the hearers are judicious, no practical ef
fect is produced. They cannot by such declama
tion be influenced to a particular action, because 
not convinced that that action will conduce to the 
gratifying of the passion raised. Your eloquence 
hath fired my ambition, and makes me bum with 
public zeal. The consequence is, there is nothing 
which at present I would not attempt for the sake 
of fame, and the interest of my country . You ad
vise me to such a conduct; but you have not 
shown me how that can contribute to gratify ei
ther passion . Satisfy me in this, and I am in
stantly al your command. Indeed, when the hear 
ers are rude and ignorant, nothing more is 
necessary in the speaker than to inflame their 
passions. They will not require that the connex
ion between the conduct he urges and the end 
proposed be evinced to them. His word will sat
isfy. And therefore . bold affirmations are made to 
supply the place of reasons. Hence it is that the 
rabble arc ever the prey of quacks and impudent 
pretenders or every denomination. 

On the contrary, when the other end alone is 
attained, the rational without the pathetic, the 
speaker is as far from his purpose as before. You 
have proved, beyond contradiction, that acting .. A ~ 
thus is the sure way to procure such an object. I t 
perceive that your reasoning is conclusi ve: but I Soc."'"-'' 
am not affected by it. Why '! I have no passion for 
the object. I am indifferent whether I procure it 
or not. You have demonstmted that such a step 
will mortify my enemy . I believe it; but I have no 
resentment, and will not trouble myself to give 
pain to another. Your arguments evince that it 
would gratify my vanity. But I prefer my ease. 
Thus passion is the mover to action, reason is the 
guide. Good is the object of the will, truth is the 
object of the understanding?" 

"'Scvcml causes have contributed to involve this subject 
in confusion. One is the ambiguity and imperfection of lan
guage. Motives ure often culled arguments, und both motives 
and arguments arc promiscuously styled rca~ons. Another is, 
the idle disputes that have arisen among philosopher.; con 
ccming the nature of good, both physical und mor.il. "Truth 
and good ure one," says the author of the P!eusures of lmngi• 
nation, un author whose poetical merit will not be questioned 
by persons of taste. The cllpression might hnve been passed in 
the poet, whose right to the use of mwclire.ris, one of the 
many privileges comprehended under the name of 1metiL 
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It may be thought that when the motive is the 
equity, the generosity, or the intrinsic merit of the 
action recommended, argument may be employed 
to evince the reasonableness of the end, as well as 
the fitness of the means. But this way of speaking 
suiL,; belier the popular dialect than the philosoph
ical. The tenn reasonableness, when used in this 
manner, means nothing but the goodness, the ami
ableness, or moral excellency. If therefore the 
hearer hath no love of justice, no benevolence, no 
regard to right, although he were endowed with 
the perspicacity of a cherub, your harangue could 

licc11.rc, prescription hath fully established. But by philoso 
phizing on this passage in his notes, he warrants us to canvass 
his reasoning, for no such privilege hath us yet been conceded 
to philosophers. Indeed, in nttempting to illustrate, he has, I 
think, confuted it, or, to speak more properly, shown it to 
have no meaning. He mentions two opinions concerning the 
conne~ion of truth and beauty, which is one species of good. 
"Some philosophers," says he, "assen an independent and in• 
variable law in nature, in consequence of which all ratio11al 
being.f mu.ft alike perceive beauty i11 .wmc ccrtai11 pmpor
tiom. am/ tlcfim11ity i11 1/rc cm11mry." Now, though l do not 
conceive what is meant either by an i11de11c11dc111 law, or by 
crmtrary proporlitms, this, if it pmvcs any thing, proves as 
clearly that deformity and truth arc one, as that beauty and 
truth arc one: for those co111rary pmposiliom arc surely as 
much proponions, or, if you will. ns true proportions, as .wme 
ccrtai11 proportio11s arc. Accordingly, if, in the conclusion de· 
duced, you put the word dcfim11ity instead of be,wty, and the 
word bca111y instead of defimnity, the sense will he equally 
complete. "Others," he adds, "lherc arc, who helicve beauty 
to he merely a relative and arbilrary thing; and that it is not 
impossible, in a physical sense. lhat two beings of equal ca
pacities for truth, should perceive, one of lhem beauty, and 
the other deformity, in the same relations. And upon this sup
position, by that trulh which is always connected with beauty, 
nothing more can be meant than the conformity of any object 
to lhosc proportions, upon which, after a careful examination, 
the beauty of that species is found lo depend." This opinion, 
if I am able to comprehend it, differs only in one point from 
the preceding. It supposes the standard or law of heauty nol 
invariable or universal. It is liable lo the same ohjection, and 
that rather more glaringly; for if the same relations musl he 
always equally 1me rclalillm, deformity is as really one with 
truth ns beauty is, since lhc very same relations can exhibit 
both appearances. In short, no hypothesis hitherto invented 
hath shown lhal by means of the discursive faculty, without 
the aid of any olhcr mental power, we could ever obtain a no• 
tion of either the beautifu 1 or the good; and till lhis he shown, 
nothing is shown to the purpose. The aulhor aforesaid, far 
from attempting this, proceeds on the supposilion, that we 
llrst perceive beauty, he says not how, and then having, by a 
careful examination, discovered the proportions which give 
rise lo the perception, dcnominale lhcm /me; so 1ha1 all those 
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never have any innuence on his mind. The reason 
is, when you speak of the fitness of the means, 
you address yourself only to the head; when you 
speak of the goodness of the end, you address 
yourself to the heart, of which we supposed him 
destitute. Arc we then lo class the virtues among 
the passions? By no means. But without entering 
into a discussion of the difference, which would 
be foreign to our purpose, let it suffice to observe, 
that they have this in common with passion. They 
necessarily imply an habitual propensity to a cer
tain species of conduct, an habitual aversion to 

elaborate disquisitions with which we arc amused, amount 
only to a few insignillcant identical propositions very improp· 
erly expressed. For out of u vast profusion of lcnmed phrase, 
lhis is all the information we can pick, that "Beauty is - 1mly 
beauty," and that "Good is - truly good." "Moral good," says 
a celebrated wriler, "consisleth injilllc.t.r." From this account 
any person would at llrst readily conclude, lhat morals, ac
cording to him, arc not concerned in the ends which we pur
sue, but solely in the choice of means for attaining our ends; 
that if this choice be judicious the conduct is moral; if injudi 
cious, the conlrary. But this truly pious author is for from ml· 
milling such an intcrprclulion of his words. Fi/llcss in this 
sense huth no rclnlion to a rurther end. It is an absolu1e fit• 
ncss, a lltncss in itself. We arc obliged to ask, Whal (hen is 
that Illness, which you cnll obsolu1c'! for lhc application or the 
word in every other case invariably implying the prnper di
rcclion of means lo an end, far from affording light to the 
meaning it has here, tends directly to mislead us. The only an
swer, us far us I can learn, I hat hath ever been gi vcn to this 
question, is neither more nor less than this, ''Thul alone is ab
solu1cly fit which is morally good:" sn that in saying moral 
good consistcth in fitness, no more is meant lhan that it con· 
sisleth in moral good. Another moralist appears, who hath 
made a most wonderful discovery. It is, that there is nol a vice 
in the world but lying, and that acting virtuously in any situa
tion is but one way or other of telling truth. When this curious 
theory comes to he explained, we find 1he practical lie results 
solely from acting contrary to what those mnral sentiments 
dictate, which, instead nf deducing, he everywhere presup· 
poselh to be known and acknowledged by us. Thus he reasons 
perpetually in a circle, and withoul advancing a single step 
beyond ii, makes the same things both causes und effects reci
procally. Conduct appears to he false for no other reasnn tlrnn 
because it is immoral, and immoral fur nn other reason but 
because ii is false. Such philosophy would not have been un• 
worthy those prnfound onlnlogists, who have blcsl the world 
with the discovery that "One being is hut t11Je heing," that '°A 
being is lmly a being," and lhat "Every being has all the 
properties that it has," and who, to the unspeakable increase 
of useful knowledge, have denominated these the general at
tributes of being, and dislinguished them hy the titles, 1111i1y, 
1n11/r, and good11e.u. This, if it he any thing. is the very suhli• 
mate of science. I Au. I 
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the contrary: a veneration for such a character, an 
abhorrence of such another. They arc, therefore, 
though not passions, so closely related to them, 
that they are properly considered as motives to 
action, being equally capable of giving an im
pulse to the will. The difference is akin to that, ir 
not the same, which rhetoricians observe between 
pathos and etlws, passion and disposition. Ac
cordingly, what is addressed solely to the moml 
powers of the mind, is not so properly denomi
nated the pathetic, as the se11time111t1/. The term, I 
own, is rather modem, but is nevertheless conve
nient, as it fills a vacant room, and doth not, like 
most of our newfangled words, justlc out older 
and worthier occupants, to the no small detriment 
of the language. It occupies, so to speak, the 
middle place between the pathetic and that which 
is addressed to the imagination, and partakes of 
both, adding lo the warmth of the former the 
grace and attractions of the latter. 

Now, the principal questions on this subject 
are these two: - How is a passion or disposition 
that is favourable lo the design of the orator, to be 
excited in the hearers'! How is an unfavourable 
passion or disposition to be calmed? As to the 
first it was said already in general, that passion 
must be awakened by communicating lively ideas 
of the object. The reason will be obvious from the 
following remarks: A passion is most strongly ex
cited by sensation. The sight of danger, immedi 
ate or near, instantly rouseth fear; the feeling of 
an injury, and the presence of the injurer, in a mo
ment kindle anger. Next to the influence of sense 
is that of memory, the effect of which upon pas
sion, if the fact be recent, and remembered dis
tinctly and circum~tantially, is almost equal. Next 
to the influence of memory is that of imagination; 
by which is here solely meant the faculty or ap
prehending what is neither perceived by the 
senses, nor remembered. Now, as ii is this power 
of which the orator must chiefly avail himself, it 
is proper lo inquire what those circumstances are, 
which will make the ideas he summons up in the 
imaginations of his hearers, resemble, in lustre 
and steadiness, those of sensation and remem 
bmnce. For the same circumstances will infallibly 
make them resemble also in their effects: that is, 
in the influence they will have upon the passions 
and affections of the heart. 

Section V. Tl,e circumstances tllat are 
chiefly i11str11me11tal ill operating on the 
Passions. 

These are perhaps aU reducible to the seven fol
lowing, probability, plausibility, importance, 
proximity of time, connexion of place, relation of 
the actors or suffers to the hearers or speaker, in
terest of the hearers or speaker in the conse • 
quences. 21 

Part I. Probability 

The first is probability, which is now consid 
ered only as an expedient for enlivening passion. 
Here again there is commonly scope for argu
menl. 22 Probability results from evidence, and 
begets belief. Belief invigorates our ideas. Belief 
raised to the highest becomes certainty. Certainty 
flows either from the force of the evidence, real 
or apparent, that is produced: or without any evi 
dence produced by the speaker, from the previ 
ous notoriety of the fact. If the fuel be notorious, 
it will not only be superlluous in the speaker to 
attempt to prove it, but it will be pernicious to his 
design. The reason is plain. By proving he sup
poseth it questionable, and by supposing actually 
renders it so to his audience: he brings them from 
viewing it in the stronger light of certainty, to 
view it in the weaker light of probability: in lieu 
of sunshine he gives them twilight. Of the differ
ent means and kinds of probation I have spoken 
already. 

Part II. Plausibility 

The second circumstance is plausibility, a 
thing totally distinct from the former, as having 
an effect upon the mind quite independent of 
faith or probability. It ariseth chiefly from the 

'' I um not quite positive as to the accurucy of this cnu
mcraiion. and shall 1hereforc freely permit my learned und in · 
genious friend Dr. Reid, to annex the et c,ctera he proposes in 
such cases, in order to supply all dcfecls. Sec Sketches or lhc 
History of Man, B. iii. Sk. r. Appendbc, c. ii. sect. :1.. I Au.] 

"' in lhe judiciary omtions of the ancients, this wus lhe 
principal scope for urgumenl. Thul to condemn the guilty, and 
to ucqui1 !he innocent, would gratify their indignation against 
the injurious, and their love of right, was too manifest 10 re
quire a proof. The fact that there wus guilt in the prisoner, or 
that lhcre was innocence, did require it. II was otherwise in 
deliberative orations, us the conducl recommended was more 
remotely connL'C!Cd wilh the emotions miscd. [Au.] 
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consistency of the narration, from its being what 
is commonly called natural and feasible. This the 
French critics have aptly enough denominated in 
their language vrai.l'emblance, the English critics 
more improperly in theirs probability. In order to 
avoid the manifest ambiguity there is in this ap
plication of the word, it had been better to retain 
the word verisimilitude, now almost obsolete. 
That there is a relation between those two quali
ties must, notwithstanding, be admitted. This, 
however, is an additional reason for assigning 
them different names. An homonymous term, 
whose different significations have no affinity to 
one another, is very seldom liable to be misun
derstood. 

But as to the nature: and extent of this relation, 
let it be observed, that the want of plausibility 
implies an internal improbability, which it will 
require the stronger external evidence to sur
mount. Nevertheless, the implausibility may be 
surmounted by such evidence, and we may be 
fully ascertained of what is in itself exceedingly 
implausible. Implausibility is, in a certain degree, 
positive evidence against a narrative; whereas 
plausibility implies no positive evidence for it. 
We know that fiction may be as plausible as 
truth. A narration may be possessed of this qual
ity lo the highest degree, which we not only re
gard as improbable, but know to be false. Proba
bility is a light darted on the object, from the 
proofs, which for this reason arc pertinently 
enough styled evidence. Plausibility is a native 
lustre issuing directly from the object. The for
mer is the aim of the historian, the latter of the 
poet. That every one may be satisfied that the 
second is generally not inferior to the first, in its 
influence on the mind, we need but appeal to the 
effects of tragedy, of epic, and even of romance, 
which, in its principal character, participates of 
the nature of poesy, though written in prose. 

It deserves, however, to be remarked, that 
though plausibility alone hath often greater effi
cacy in rousing the passions than probability, or 
even certainty; yet, in any species of composition 
wherein truth, or at least probability, is expected, 
the mind quickly nauseates the most plausible 
talc, which is unsupported by proper arguments. 
For this reason it is the business of the orator, as 
much as his subject will permit, to avail himself 
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of both qualities. There is one case, and but one , 
in which plausibility itself may be dispensed 
with; that is, when the fact is so incontestible that 
it is impossible to entertain a doubt of it; for 
when implausibility is incapable of impairing be
lief, it hath sometimes, especially in forensic 
causes, even a good effect. By presenting us with 
something monstrous in its kind, it raiseth aston
ishment, and thereby heightens every passion 
which the narrative is fitted to excite. 

But to return to the explication of this quality. 
When I explained the nature of experience, I 
showed that it consistcth of all the general truth 
collected from particular facts remembered; the 
mind forming to itself, often insensibly, and as it 
were mechanically, certain maxims, from com
paring, or rather associating the similar circum
stances of different incidcnts.~J Hence it is, that 
when a number of ideas relating to any fact or 
event arc successively introduced into my mind 
by a speaker; if the train he deduccth coincide 
with the general current of my experience; if in 
nothing it thwart those conclusions and anticipa
tions which arc become habitual to me, my mind 
accompanies him with facility, glides along from 
one idea to another, and admits the whole with 
pleasure. If, on the contrary, the train he intro
duceth run counter to the current of my experi
ence; if in many things it shock those conclusions 
and anticipations which arc become habitual to 
me, my mind attends him with difficulty, suffers 
a sort of violence in passing from one idea to an
other, and rejects the whole with disdain: 

For while upon such monstrous scenes we gaze, 
They shock our faith, our indignation rnise.~4 

In the former case 1 pronounce the narrative 
natural and credible, in the latter I say it is unnat
ural and incredible, if not impossible ; and, which 
is particularly expressive of the different appear 
ances in respect of connexion made by the ideas 
in my mind, the one tale f call coherent, the other 
incoherent. When therefore the orator can obtain 
no direct aid from the memory of his hearers, 
which is rarely to be obtained, he must, for the 
sake of brightening, and strengthening, and if I 
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may be permitted to use so bold a metaphor, ce
menting his ideas, bespeak the assistance of ex
perience. This, if properly employed, will prove a 
potent ally, by adding the grace of verisimilitude 
to the whole. It is therefore first of all rcquisile, 
that the circumslances of the narralion, and the 
order in which they arc exhibited, be what is 
commonly called natural, that is, congruous to 
general experience. 

Where passion is the end, it is not a sufficient 
reason for introducing any circumslance that it is 
natural; it must also be pertinent. It is pertinent, 
when either necessary for giving a distinct and 
consistent apprehension of the object, at least for 
obviating some objection that may be started, or 
doubt that may be entertained concerning it; or 
when such as, in its particular tendency, pro
motes the general aim. All circumstances, how
ever plausible, which serve merely for decora
tion, never fail to divert the attention, and so 
become prejudicial lo lhe proposed influence on 
passion . 

But I am aware that, from the explication I 
have given of lhis quality, it will be said, that I 
have run into the error, if it be an error, which 
I inlended to avoid, and have confounded it wilh 
probability, by deriving it solely from the same 
origin, experience. In answer to this, let it be ob
served, that in every plausible tale which is un
supported by external evidence, there will be 
found throughout the whole, when duly can
vassed, a mixture of possibilities and probabili
ties, and that not in such a manner as to make one 
part or incident probable, another barely pos
sible, but so blended as equally to affect the 
whole, and every member. Take the Iliad for an 
example. That a haughty, choleric, and vindictive 
hero, such as Achilles is represented to have 
been, should, upon the public affront and injury 
he received from Agamemnon, treat that general 
with indignity, and form a resolution of with
drawing his troops, remaining !henceforth an un
concerned spectator of the calamilies of his coun
trymen, our experience of the baleful influences 
of pride and anger renders in some degree prob
able; again, that one of such a character as 
Agamemnon, rapacious, jealous of his pre -emi
nence as commander -in-chief, who envied the 
superior merit of Achilles, and harboured resent-

ment against him - that such a one, I say, on 
such an occurrence as is related by the poet, 
should have given the provocation, will be ac
knowledged also to have some probability. But 
that there were such personages, of such charac 
ters, in such circumstances, is merely possible. 
Here there is a total want of evidence. Experi 
ence is silent. Properly indeed the case comes not 
within the verge of its jurisdiction. Its general 
conclusions may serve in confutation, but can 
never serve in proof of particular or historical 
facts. Sufficient lestimony, and that only, will an
swer here. The lestimony of the poet in this case 
goes for nothing. His object we know is not truth 
but likelihood. Experience, however, advances 
nothing against those allegations of the poet, 
therefore we call them possible; it can say noth
ing for them, therefore we do not call them prob ~ 
able. The whole at most amounts to this - if such 
causes existed, such effect<; probably followed. 
But we have no evidence of the existence of the 
causes; therefore we have no evidence of the ex
islence of the effects. Consequently, all the prob
ability implied in this quality is a hypothetical 
probability, which is in effect none at all. It is an 
axiom among dialccticians, in relation lo the syl
logistic art, that the conclusion always follows 
the weaker of lhe premises. To apply this to the 
present purpose, an application not illicit, though 
unusual, - if one of the premises, suppose the 
major, contain an affirmation that is barely pos 
sible, the minor, one that is probable, possibility 
only can be deduced in the conclusion. 

These two qualities, therefore, PROBABILITY 
and PLAUSIBILITY, (if I may be indulged a little in 
the allegoric style), I shall call sister -graces, 
daughters of the same father E.r:perience, who is 
the progeny of Memory, the first-born and heir of 
Sense. These daughters £rperie11ce had by differ · 
ent mothers. The elder is the off spring of Rea.wn, 
the younger is the child of Fancy. The elder, reg 
ular in her features, and majestic both in shape 
and mien, is admirably filled for commanding es
teem, and even a religious veneration: the 
younger, careless, blooming, sprightly, is entirely 
formed for captivating the heart, and engaging 
love. The conversation of each is entertaining 
and instructive, but in different ways. Sages seem 
to think that there is more instruction lo be gotten 
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from the just observations of the elder; almost all 
are agreed that there is more entertainment in the 
lively sallies of the younger. The principal com
panion and favourite of the first is Truth, but 
whether Trwh or Fiction share most in the favour 
of the second it were often diflicult lo say. Both 
are naturally well-disposed, and even friendly to 
Virtue, but the elder is by much the more steady 
of the two; the younger, though perhaps not less 
capable of doing good, is more easily corrupted, 
and hath sometimes basely turned procuress to 
Vice. Though rivals, they have a sisterly affection 
to each other, and love to be together. The cider, 
sensible that there arc but few who can for any 
time relish her society alone, is generally anxious 
that her sister be of the party; the younger, con
scious of her own superior talents in this respect, 
can more easily dispense with the other's com
pany. Nevertheless, when she is discoursing on 
great and serious subjects, in order to add weight 
to her words, she often quotes her sister's testi
mony, which she knows is better credited than 
her own, a compliment that is but sparingly re
turned by the elder. Each sister hath her admirers. 
Those of the younger are more numerous, those 
of the cider more constant. In the retinue of the 
former you will find the young, the gay, the dissi
pated; but these are not her only attendants. The 
middle-aged, however, and the thoughtful, more 
commonly attach themselves to the latter. To 
conclude; as something may be learned of char
acters from the invectives of enemies, as well as 
from the encomiums of friends, those who have 
not judgment to discern the good qualities of the 
firstborn, accuse her of dulness, pedantry, and 
stiffness; those who have not taste to relish the 
charms of the second, charge her with folly, lev
ity, and falseness. Meantime, it appears to be the 
universal opinion of the impartial, and such as 
have been best acquainted with both, that though 
the attractives of the younger be more irresistible 
at sight, the virtues of the elder will be longer re
membered. 

So much for the two qualities probability and 
plausibility, on which I have expatiated the more, 
as they arc the principal, and in some respect, in
dispensable. The others are not compatible with 
every subject; but as they are of real moment, it 
is necessary to attend to them, that so they may 
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not be overlooked in cases wherein the subject 
requires that they be urged. 

Part Ill. lmporta11ce 

The third circumstance I took notice of was 
importa11ce, the appearance of which always 
tends, by fixing attention more closely, lo add 
brightness and strength to the ideas. The impor
tance in mornl subjects is analogous to the quantity 
of matter in physical subjects, as on quantity the 
moment of moving bodies in a great degree de
pends. An action may derive importance from its 
own nature, from those concerned in it as acting or 
suffering, or from its consequences. It derives im
portance from its own nature, if it be stupendous 
in its kind, if the result of what is uncommonly 
great, whether good or bad, passion or invention, 
virtue or vice, as what in respect of generosity is 
godlike, what in respect of atrocity is diabolical: it 
derives importance from those concerned in it, 
when the actors or the sufferers are considerable, 
on account either of their dignity or of their num
ber, or of both: it derives importance from its con
sequences, when these are remarkable in regard to 
their greatness, their multitude, their extent, and 
that either as to the many and distant places af
fected by them, or as to the future and remote peri
ods to which they may reach, or as lo both. 

All the four remaining circumstances derive 
their efficacy purely from one and the same 
cause, the connexion of the subject with those 
occupied, as speaker or hearers, in the discourse. 
Self is the centre here, which hath a similar 
power in the ideal world to that of the sun in the 
material world, in communicating both light and 
heat to whatever is within the sphere of its activ
ity, and in a greater or less degree according to 
the nearness or remoteness. 

Part IV. Proximity of Time 

First, as to proximity of time, every one knows 
that any melancholy incident is the more affect
ing that it is recent. Hence it is become common 
with storyTtellers, that they may make a deeper 
impression on the hearers, to introduce remarks 
like these; that the tale which they relate is not 
old, that it happened but lately, or in their own 
time, or that they are yet living who had a part in 
it, or were witnesses of it. Proximity of time re-
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gards not only the past but the future. An event found our arguments upon in reasoning about 
that will probably soon happen hath greater influ- things to come. It is for this reason, that the fu• 
ence upon us than what will probably happen a lure is considered as the province of conjecture 
long time hence. I have hitherto proceeded on the and uncertainty. 
hypothesis, that the orator rouses the passions of 
his hearers by exhibiting some past transaction; 
but we must acknowledge that passion may be as 
strongly excited by his reasonings concerning an 
event yet to come. In the judiciary orations there 
is greater scope for the former, in the deliberative 
for the latter; though in each kind there may oc
casionally be scope for both. All the seven cir 
cumstances enumerated are applicable, and have 
equal weight, whether they relate lo the future or 
to the past. The only exception that I know of is, 
that probability and plausibility are scarcely dis
tinguishable, when used in reference to events in 
futurity. As in these there is no access for testi
mony, what constitutes the principal distinction 
is quite excluded. In comparing the influence of 
the past upon our minds, with that of the future, it 
appears in general, that if the evidence, the im
portance, and the distance of the objccl~ be equal, 
the laller will be greater than the former. The rea
son, I imagine, is, we are conscious that at every 
moment, the future, which seems placed before 
us, is approaching ; and the past, which lies, as it 
were, behind, is retiring, our nearness or relation 
to the one constantly increaseth as the other de
creaseth . There is something like attraction in the 
first case, and repulsion in the second. This tends 
to interest us more in the future than in the past, 
and consequently to the present view aggrandizes 
the one and diminishes the other. 

What, nevertheless, gives the past a very con· 
siderable advantage, is its being generally sus
ceptible of much stronger evidence than the fu
ture. The lights of the mind are, if I may so 
express myself, in an opposite situation to the 
lights of the body. These discover clearly the 
prospect lying before us, but not the ground we 
have already passed. By the memory, on the con
trary, that great luminary of the mind, things past 
are exhibited in retrospect: we have no corre
spondent faculty to irradiate the future: and even 
in matters which fall not within the reach of our 
memory, past events are often clearly discover
able by testimony, and by effects at present exist
ing; whereas we have nothing equivalent to 

Part V. Connexion of Place 

Local cmme.rion, the fifth in the above enu
meration, hath a more powerful effect than prox
imity of time. Duration and space are two things, 
(call them entities or attributes, or what you 
please,) in some respects the most like, and in 
some respects the most unlike to one another . 
They resemble in continuity, divisibility, infinity, 
in their being deemed essential to the existence 
of other things, and in the doubts that have been 
raised as to their having a real or independent ex
istence of their own. They differ, in that the latter 
is permanent, whereas the very essence of the 
former consisteth in transitoriness; the parts of 
the one arc all successive, of the other all coexis 
tent. The greater portions of time arc all distin 
guished by the memorable things which have 
been transacted in them, the smaller portions by 
the revolutions of the heavenly bodies: the por
tions of place, great and small, (for we do not 
here consider the regions of the fixed stars and 
planelc;,) are distinguished by the various tracts of 
land and water, into which the earth is divided , 
and subdivided; the one distinction intelligible , 
the other sensible; the one chiefly known to the 
inquisitive, the other in a great measure obvious 
to all. 

Hence perhaps it arises, that the latter is con 
sidered as a firmer ground of relation than the 
fonner. Who is not more curious to know the no
table transactions which have happened in his 
own country from the earliest antiquity, than lo 
be acquainted with those which have happened in 
the remotest regions of the globe, during the cen
tury wherein he lives? It must be owned, how
ever, that the fonner circumstance is more fre
quently aided by that of personal relation than the 
latter. Connexion of place not only includes vici
nage, but every other local relation, such as being 
in a province under the same government with 
us, in a stale that is in alliance with us, in a coun 
try well known to us, and the like. Of the influ• 
ence of this connexion in operating on our pas
sions we have daily proofs. With how much 
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indifference, at least with how slight and tran
sient emotion, do we read in newspapers the ac
counts or the most deplorable accidents in coun
tries distant and unknown! How much, on the 
contrary, arc we alarmed and agitated on being 
informed that any such accident hath happened in 
our neighborhood, and that even though we be 
totally unacquainted with the persons concerned! 

Part VI. Relatio11 to the Perwns Co11cemed 

Still greater is the power of relation to the per
sons concerned, which was the sixth circum
stance mentioned, as this tic is more direct than 
that which attacheth us to the scene of action. It 
is the persons, not the place, that arc the immedi
ate objects of the passions love or hatred, pity or 
anger, envy or contempt. Relation to the actors 
commonly produces an effect contrary to that 
produced by relation to the sufferers, the first in 
extenuation, the second in aggravation of the 
crime alleged. The first makes for the apologist, 
the second for the accuser. This I say is com
monly the case, not always. A remote relation to 
the actors, when the offense is heinous, espe
cially if the sufferers be more nearly related, will 
sometimes rather aggravate then extenuate the 
guilt in our estimation. But it is impossible with 
any precision to reduce these effects to rules; so 
much depending on the different tempers and 
sentiments of different audiences. Personal rela
tions are of various kinds. Some have generally 
greater influence than others; some again have 
greater influence with one person, others with an
other. They are consanguinity, affinity, friend
ship, acquaintance, being fellow-citizens, coun
trymen, of the same surname, language, religion, 
occupation, and innumerable others. 

Part VII. l11terest in the Consequences 

But of all the connective circumstances, the 
most powerful is interest, which is the last. Of all 
relations, personal relation, by bringing the ob
ject very near, most enlivens that sympathy 
which atlacheth us to the concerns of others; in
terest in the effects brings the object, if I may say 
so, into contact with us, and makes the mind 
cling to it as a concern of its own. Sympathy is 
but a reflected feeling, and therefore, in ordinary 
cases, must be weaker than the original. Though 
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the mirror be ever so true, a Jover will not be 
obliged to it for presenting him with the figure of 
his mistress when he hath an opportunity or gaz
ing on her person. Nor will the orator place his 
chief confidence in the assistance of the social 
and sympathetic affections, when he hath it in his 
power to arm the selfish. 

Men universally, from a ju!lt conception of the 
difference, have, when self is concerned, given a 
different name to what seems originally the same 
passion in a higher degree. Injury, to whomso
ever offered, is to every man that observes it, and 
whose sense of right is not debauched by vicious 
practice, the natural object or i11dig11atio11. Indig
nation always implies re\·e111111e111, or a desire of 
retaliating on the injurious person, so far at least 
as lo make him repent the wrong he hath commit
ted. This indignation in the person injured is, 
from our knowledge of mankind, supposed to be, 
not indeed universally, but generally so much 
stronger, that it ought to be distinguished by an
other appellation, and is, accordingly, denomi
nated rel'enge. In like manner beneficence, on 
whomsoever exercised, is the natural object or 
our love, love always implies be11evole11c:e, or a 
desire of promoting the happiness or the benefi
cent person; but this passion in the person bene
fited is conceived to be so much greater, and to 
infer so strong an obligation to a return or good 
offices to his benefactor, that it merits to be dis
tinguished by the title gratitude. Now by this cir
cumstance of i111ere,rt in the effects, the speaker, 
from engaging pity in his favour, can proceed to 
operate on a more powerful principle, self
presen 1atio11. The be11evole11ce of his hearers he 
can work up into gratilllde, their i11dig11atio11 into 
reve11ge. 

The two lust-mentioned circumstances, per· 
sonal relation and interest, arc not without influ
ence, as was hinted in the enumeration, though 
they regard the speaker only, and not the hearers. 
The reason is, a person present with us, whom we 
sec and hear, and who, by words, and looks, and 
gestures, givci, the liveliest signs of his feelings. 
has the surest and most immediate claim upon 
our sympathy. We become infected with his pas
sions. We arc hurried along by them, and not al
lowed leisure to distinguish between his relation 
and our relation, his interest and our interest. 
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Sectim, VI. Otlter Passio11s, a,f well as 
Moral Se11tim,mts, r,seful auxiliarie.f 

So much for those circumstances in the object 
presented by the speaker, which serve to awaken 
and inflame the passions of the hearers. But when 
a passion is once raised, there are also other 
means by which it may be kept alive, and even 
augmented. Other passions or dispositions may 
be callee.I in as auxiliaries. Nothing is more effi
cacious in this respect than a sense of justice, a 
sense of public utility, a sense of glory; and noth
ing conduceth more to operate on these, than the 
sentiments of sages whose wisdom we venerate, 
the example of heroes whose exploits we admire. 
I shall conclude what relates to the exciting of 
passion when I have remarked, that pleading the 
importance and the other pathetic circumstances, 
or pleading the authority of opinions or prece ~ 
dents, is usually considered, and aptly enough, as 
being likewise a species of reasoning. 

This concession, however, doth not imply, 
that by any reasoning we are ever taught that 
such an object ought to awaken such a passion. 
This we must learn originally from feeling, not 
from argument. No speaker attempts to prove it; 
though he sometimes introduceth moral consider
ations, in order to justify the passion when raised, 
and to prevent the hearers from attempting to 
suppress it. Even when he is enforcing their re
gard to the pathetic circumstances above men
tioned, it is not so much his aim to show that 
these circumstances ought to augment the pas
sion, as that these circumstances are in the object. 
The effect upon their minds he commonly leaves 
to nature; and is not afraid of the conclusion, if 
he can make every aggravating circumstance be, 
as it were, both perceived and felt by them. In the 
enthymeme, (the syllogism of orators, as Quintil
ian terms it,) employed in such cases, the senti
ment that such a quality of circumstance ought to 
rouse such a passion, though the foundation of 
all, is generally assumed without proof, or even 
without mention. This forms the major proposi
tion, which is suppressed as obvious. His whole 
art is exerted in evincing the minor, which is the 
antecedent in his argument, and which maintains 
the reality of those attendant circumstances in the 
case in hand. A careful attention to the examples 

of vehemence in the first chapter, and the quota 
tion in the foregoing note, will sufficiently illus 
trate this remark. 

Sectimr VII. How a11 U11Javo11rable Passio11 
11111st be calmed 

I come now to the second question on the subject 
of passion. How is an unfavourable passion, or 
disposition, lo be calmed'! The answer is, either , 
first, by annihilating, or at least diminishing the 
object which raised it; or secondly, by exciting 
some other passion which may counterwork it. 

By proving the falsity of the narration, or the 
utter incredibility of the future event, on the sup
posed truth of which the passion was founded, 
the object is annihilated. It is diminished by all 
such circumstances as are contrary to those by 
which it is increased. These are, improbability, 
implausibility, insignificance, distance of time, 
remoteness of place, the persons concerned such 
as we have no connexion with, the consequences 
such as we have no interest in. The method rec
ommended by Gorgias, and approved by Aris
totle, though peculiar in its manner, is, in those 
cases wherein it may properly be attempted, co
incident in effect with that now mentioned. "It 
was a just opinion of Gorgias, that the serious ar· 
gument of an adversary should be confounded by 
ridicule, and his ridicule by serious argument." 
For this is only endeavouring, by the aid of 
laughter and contempt, to diminish, or even quite 
undo, the unfriendly emotions that have been 
raised in the minds of the hearers; or, on the con
trary, by satisfying them of the seriousness of the 
subject, and of the importance of its conse
quences, to extinguish the contempt, and make 
the laughter, which the antagonist wanted to ex
cite, appear when examined, no better than mad
ness. 

The second way of silencing an unfavourable 
passion or disposition, is by conjuring up some 
other passion or disposition, which may over
come it. With regard to conduct, whenever the 
mind deliberates, it is conscious of contrary mo
tives impelling it in opposite directions; in other 
words, it finds that acting thus would gratify one 
passion; not acting, or acting otherwise, would 
gratify another. To take such a step, I perceive, 
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would promote my interest, but derogate from 
my honour. Such another will gratify my resent
ment, but hurt my interest. When this is the case, 
as the speaker can be at no loss to discover the 
conflicting passions, he must be sensible that 
whatever force he adds to the disposition that 
favours his design, is in fact so much subtracted 
from the disposition that opposcth it, and con
versely; as in the two scales of a balance, it is 
equal in regard to the effect, whether you add so 
much weight to one scale, or take it from the 
other. 

Thus we have seen in what manner passion to 
an absent object may be excited by eloquence, 
which, by enlivening and invigorating the idea,; 
of imagination, makes them resemble the impres
sions of sense and the traces of memory; and in 
this respect hath an effect on the mind similar to 
that produced by a telescope on the sight; things 
remote arc brought near, things obscure rendered 
conspicuous. We have seen also in what manner 
a passion already excited may be calmed; how, 
by the or..itorical magic, as by inverting the tele
scope, the object may be again removed and di
minished. 

It were endless to enumerate all the rhetorical 
figures that arc adapted to the pathetic. Let it suf
fice to say. that most of those already named may 
be successfully employed here. Of others the 
principal arc these, correction, climax, vision, ex
clamation, apostrophe, and interrogation. The 
three first, correction, climax, and vision, tend 
greatly to enliven the ideas, by the implicit, but 
animated comparison and opposition conveyed in 
them. Implicit and indirect comparison is more 
suitable to the disturbed state of mind required by 
the pathetic, than that which is explicit and di
rect. The latter implies leisure and tranquillity, 
the former rapidity and fire. Exclamation and 
apostrophe operate chiefly by sympathy, as they 
are the most ardent expressions of perturbation in 
the speaker. It at first sight appears more difficult 
to account for the effect of interrogation, which, 
being an appeal to the hearers. though it might 
awaken a closer attention, yet could not, one 
would imagine, excite in their minds any emotion 
that was not there before. This, nevcrthelesc;, it 
doth excite, through an oblique operation of the 
same principle. Such an appeal implies in the or-
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ator the strongest confidence in the rectitude of 
his sentiments, and in the concurrence of every 
reasonable being. The auditors, by sympathi1.ini; 
with this frame of spirit, find it impracticable to 
withhold an assent which is so confidently de
pended on. But there will be occasion aftcrwardi. 
for discussing more particularly the rhetorical 
tropes and figures, when we come to treat of elo
cution. 

Thus I have finished the consideration which 
the speaker ought to have of his hearers ac; men 
in general; that is, as thinking beings endowed 
with understanding. imagination, memory, and 
passions, such as we are conscious of in our
selves, and learn from the experience of their cf• 
feels to be in others. I have pointed out the arts to 
be employed by him in engaging all those facul
ties in his service, that what he advanceth may 
not only be understood, not only command atten
tion, not only be remembered, but , which is the 
chief point of all, may interest the heart. 

CHAPTER Vlll 

Of tlic Ca11sidcra1io11 11'/iich the ~,,caker Oll!flll to lull"c 
af the Hearers, a.1· .mcl, 111e11 i11 partic11lar. 

It was remarked in the beginning of the preced
ing chapter, that the hearers ought to be consid
ered in a twofold view, as men in geneml, and as 
such men in particular. The first consideration I 
have despatched, I now enter on the second. 

When it ii. affirmed that the hearers arc to be 
considered as !-ouch men in particular, no more is 
meant, than that regard ought to be had by the 
speaker to the special character of the audience, 
as composed of such individuals; that he may suit 
himself to them, both in his style and in his argu
ments.2s Now, the difference between one audi
ence and another is very great, not only in intel
lectual but in moral attainment,;. That may be 
clearly intelligible to a House of Commons, 
which would appear as if spoken in an unknown 
tongue to a conventicle of enthusiasts . That may 
kindle fury in the latter, which would create no 
emotion in the former but laughter and contempt. 

1 'l ·lc mu~t he MOrphe111 i11 ,SJ'lt•tr, imcr delpl,imu Ario11." 
Vir; il. ("A, Orphcu_, in the wood,. ns Arion among the Joi, 
phins." Ed.] 
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The most obvious difference that appears in dif 
ferent auditories, results from the different culti 
vation of the understanding; and the influence 
which this, and their manner of life, have both 
upon the imagination and upon the memory. 

But even in cases wherein the difference in 
education and mornl culture hath not been conw 
siderable, different habits afterwards contracted, 
and different occupations in life, give different 
propensities, and make one incline more lo one 
passion, another to another. They consequently 
afford the intelligent speaker an easier passage to 
the heart, through the channel of the favourite 
passion. Thus liberty and independence will ever 
be prevalent motives with republicans, pomp and 
splendour with those attached to monarchy. In 
mercantile states, such as Carthage among the 
ancients, or Holland among the moderns, interest 
will always prove the most cogent argument; in 
stales solely or chiefly composed of soldiers, 
such as Sparta and Ancient Rome, no inducement 
will be found a counterpoise to glory. Similar 
differences are also to be made in addressing dif
ferent classes of men. With men of genius the 
most successful topic will be fame; with men of 
industry, riches; with men of fortune, pleasure. 

But as the characters of audiences may be infi
nitely diversified, and as the inlluence they ought 
to have respectively upon the speaker must be 
obvious to a person of discernment, it is suffi
cient here lo have observed thus much in the gen
eral concerning them. 

CHAPTER IX 
OJ tlie Consicleratio11 wliich the Speaker 011glit lo 

lu111e of Himself. 

The last consideration I mentioned, is that which 
the speaker ought to have of himself. By this we 
are lo understand, not that estimate of himself 
which is derived directly from consciousness or 
selfwacquaintance, but that which is obtained re
flexively from the opinion cnlertained of him by 
the hearers, or the character which he bears with 
them. Sympathy is one main engine by which the 
orator operates on the passions. 

With them who laugh, our social joy appears; 
With them who mourn, we sympathize in tears; 

If you would have me weep, begin the strain, 
Then I shall feel your sorrows, feel your pain.'" 

Whatever, therefore, weakens that principle of 
sympathy, must do the speaker unutterable preju 
dice in respect of his power over the passions of 
his audience, but not in this respect only. One 
source, at least, of the primary influence of testi • 
mony on faith, is doubtless lo be auributed to the 
same communicative principle. Al the same time 
it is certain, as was remarked above, that every 
testimony doth not equally auach this principle; 
that in this particular the reputation of the attester 
hath a considerable power. Now, the speaker's 
apparent conviction of the truth of what he ad
vanceth, adds to all his other arguments an evi• 
dence, though not precisely the same, yet near 
akin to that of his own testimony. This hath some 
weight even with the wisest hearers, but is every 
thing with the vulgar. Whatever therefore lessens 
sympathy, must also impair belief. 

Sympathy in the hearers to the speaker may be 
lessened several ways, chiefly by these two; by a 
low opinion of his intellectual abilities, and by a 
bad opinion of his morals. The latter is the more 
prejudicial of the two. Men generally will think 
themselves in less danger of being seduced by a 
man of weak understanding, but of distinguished 
probity, than by a man of the best understanding 
who is of a profligate life. So much more power
fully do the qualities of the heart attach us, than 
those of the head. This preference, though it may 
be justly called untaught and instinctive, arising 
purely from the original frame of the mind, rea . 
son, or the knowledge of mankind acquired by 
experience, instead of weakening, seems after • 
wards lo corroborate. Hence it hath become a 
common topic with rhetoricians, that, in order 
to be a successful orator, one must be a good ~ . 
man; for to be good is the only sure way of ci..~ 

being long esteemed good, and to be esteemed ~ 
good is previously necessary 10 one's being 6 .... •~ 

heard with due allention and regard. Conse - ? ~~ 
quently, the topic hath a foundation in human na- as P'-'l.w\. 
ture. There are indeed other things in the charac - a.-__.._ ... 
ler of the speaker, which, in a less degree, will 1wk,.,.(_ 

hurt his influence; youth, inexperience of affairs , ~ · •· 
former want of success, and the like. 

2"Horacc, Tlie Arr of Poetry, trans. Francis. IEd,J 
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Bul of all the prepossessions in Lhe minds of 
the hearers which tend Lo impede or counteract 
the design of the speaker, party spirit, where it 
happens to prevail, is the most pernicious, being 
at once that most inflexible and the most unjust. 
This prejudice I mention by itself, as those above 
recited may have place at any lime, and in any 
national circumstances. This hath place only 
when a people is so unfortunate as to be torn by 
faction. In that case, if the speaker and the hear
ers, or the bulk of the hearers, be of contrary par~ 
tics, their minds will be more prepossessed 
against him, though his life were ever so blame · 
less, than if he were u man of the most llagitious 
manners, but of the same party. This holds but 
too much alike of all parties, religious and politi 
cal. Violent party men not only lose all sympathy 
with those of the opposite side, but contract an 
antipathy to them. This, on some occasions, even 
the divinest eloquence will not surmount. 

As to personal prejudices in general, I shall 
conclude with two remarks . The first is, the more 
gross the hearers arc, so much the more suscep
tible they arc of such prejudices. Nothing exposes 
the mind more to all their baneful influences than 
ignomncc and rudeness; the rabble chiefly con
sider who speaks, men of sense and education 
what is spoken. Nor arc the multitude, to do them 
justice, less excessive in their love than in their 
hatred, in their auachmcnts than in their aver
sions. From a consciousness, it would seem, of 
their own incapacity to guide themselves, they 
arc ever prone blindly to submit to the guidance 
of some popular orator, who hath had the address 
first, either lo gain their approbation by his real 
or pretended virtues, or, which is the easier way, 
to recommend himself to their esteem by a flam· 

11 ing zeal for their favourite distinctions, and after
wards by his eloquence to work upon their pas-

,, ... , sions. At the same time it must be acknowledged, 
~• , , on the other hand. thal even men of the mosl im• 
... , , proved intellects, and most rcfi ncd scnti mcnts, 

arc not altogether beyond the reach of prccon· 
ccived opinion, either in the speaker's favour or 

·, 
,. 

~· . to his prejudice. 
The second remark is, that when the opinion 

of the audience is unfavournblc, the speaker hath 
need to be much more cautious in every step he 
takes, to show more modesty , and greater defer-
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ence to the judgment of his hearers; perhaps in 
order to win them, he may (ind it necessary to 
make some concessions in relation to his former 
principles or conduct, and lo entreat their alien· 
lion from pure regard to the subject; that, like 
men of judgment and candour, they would impar
tially consider what is said, and give a welcome 
reception to truth, from what quarter soever it 
proceed. Thus he must attempt, if possible , to 
mollify them, gradually to insinuate himself into 
their favour. and thereby imperceptibly to trans
fuse his sentiments and passions into their minds. 

The man who enjoys the advantage of popu· 
larity needs not this caution. The minds of his au
ditors arc perfectly attuned to his. They arc pre
pared for adopting implicitly his opinions, and 
accompanying him in all his most passionate ex
cursions. When the people arc willing to run with 
you, you may run as fast a.c; you can, especially 
when the case requirci. impetuosity and despatch. 
But if you find in them no such ardour, if it is not 
even without reluctance that they arc induced to 
walk with you, you must slacken your pace and 
keep them company, le:,t they either stand still or 
turn back. Different rules arc given by rhetori
cians as adapted to different circumstances. Dif. 
fcrenccs in this respect arc numberless. It is 
enough here to have observed those principles in 
the mind on which the rules arc founded. 

CHAPTERX 

The tlifferc111 kinds of puhlic spcaki11g in use a111,111g 
the modems ca1111mrc,l, with ti 1•icw ta their diffcrc111 
advanwges in re.tpcL'I of eloquence. 

The principal sorts of discourses which here de· 
mand our notice, and on which I intend to make 
some observations, arc the three following: ora
tions delivered at the bar, those pronounced in 
the senate, and those spoken from the pulpit. I do 
not make a separate article of the speeches deliv
ered by judges to their colleagues on the bench; 
because, though there be something peculiar 
here, arising from the difference in character that 
subsisL<; between the judge and the pleader, in all 
the other material circumstances, the persons ad
dressed, the subject, the occasion, and the pur
pose in speaking, there is in these two sorts a per-
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feet coincidence. In like manner, I forbear to 
mention the theatre, because so entirely dissimi r 
lar, both in form and in kind, as hardly lo be ca
pable of a place in the comparison. Besides, il is 
only a cursory view of the chief differences, and 
not a critical examination of them all, thal is here 
proposed; my design being solely lo assist the 
mind both in apprehending rightly, and in apply 
ing properly, the principles above laid down. In 
this respect, the present discussion will serve lo 
exemplify and illustrate those principles. Under 
these five particulars, therefore, the speaker, the 
hearers or persons addressed, the subject, the oc
casion, and the end in view, or !he effect intended 
to be produced by the discourse, I shall arrange, 
for order's sake, !he remarks I intend lo lay be 
fore the reader. 

Sectim, I. 111 regard to tile Speaker 

The first consideration is that of !he character to 
be sustained by the speaker. It was remarked in 
general, in lhe preceding chapler, lhat for pro r 
moling the success of the oralor, (whatever be 
the kind of public speaking in which he is con 
cerned,) il is a mailer of some consequence lhat, 
in the opinion of those whom he addresseth, he is 
both a wise and a good man. But though this in 
some measure holds universally, nothing is more 
certain than lhal the degree of consequence 
which lies in their opinion, is exceedingly differ + 
enl in the different kinds. In each it depends 
chielly on two circumstances, the nature of his 
profession as a public speaker, and the character 
of those lo whom his discourses arc addressed. 

As to the first, arising from lhe nature of the 
profession, it will not admit a question, that the 
preacher hath in lhis respect the most difficult 
task; inasmuch as he hath a character to support, 
which is much more easily injured than that ei
ther of the senator, or the speaker at !he bar. No 
doubt the reputation of capacity, experience in 
affairs, and as much integrity as is thought attain , 
able by those called men of the world, will add 
weight to the words of the senator; thal of skill in 
his profession, and fidelity in his representation, 
will serve to recommend what is spoken by the 
lawyer at the bar; but if these characters in gen 
eral remain unimpeached, the public will be suf r 

lt'k 

lkiently indulgent lo both in every other respect. 
On lhe contrary, there is little or no indulgence, 
in regard to his own failings, to be expecled by 
the man who is professedly a sort of authorized 
censor, who hath it in charge Lo mark and repre
hend the faults of others. And even in the execu
lion of this so ticklish a part of his office, the 
least excess on either hand exposeth him lo cen
sure and dislike. Too much lenity is enough lo 
stigmatize him as lukewarm in the cause of 
virtue, and 100 much severity as a stranger to the 
spirit of the gospel. 

But let us consider more directly what is im
plied in the character, that we may better judge of 
the effect it will have on the expectations and de
mands of lhe people, and consequently on his 
public teaching. First, then, it is a character of 
some authority, as il is of one educaled for a pur
pose so important as that of a teacher of religion. 
This .iulhorily, however, from the nature of the 
function, must be lempered with moderation, 
candour, and benevolence. The preacher of the 
gospel, as lite very terms import, is the minister 
of grace, lite herald of divine mercy lo ignorant, 
sinful, and erring men. The magistrate, on the 
contrary, (under which term may be included 
secular judges and counsellors of every denomi T 
nation,) is lhe minister of divine justice and of 
wrath. /fe beareth ,wt the sword in l'l1in.n He is 
on the part of heaven lhe avenger of the society 
with whose protection he is intrusted, against all 
who invade its rights. The first operates chiefly 
on our love, the second on our fear. Minister of 
religion, like angel of God, is a name that ought 
to convey lhe idea of something endearing and 
auraclivc; whereas the Litle minister of justice in
variably suggests the notion of something awful 
and unrelenting. In Lhe former, even his indigna · 
tion against sin ought to be surmounted by his 
pity of the condition, and concern for the re
covery, of the sinner. Though firm in declaring 
the will of God, though steady in mainlaining the 
cause of truth, yel mild in his addresses to the 
people, condescending to the weak, using rather 
entreaty than command, beseeching them by the 
lowliness and gentleness of Christ, knowing that, 
"the servant of the Lord must not strive, but be 

n Roman~ xiii. 4. IAu.J 
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gentle to all men, apt to teach, patient, in meek
ness instructing those that oppose themselves."211 

He must be grave without moroseness, cheerful 
without levity. And even in setting before his 
people the terrors of the Lord, affection ought 
manifestly to predominate in the warning which 
he is compelled to give. From these few hints it 
plainly appears, that there is a certain delicacy in 
the character of a preacher, which he is never at 
liberty totally to overlook, and to which, if there 
appear any thing incongruous, either in his con
duct or in his public performances, it will never 
fail to injure their effect. On the contrary, it is 
well known, that as, in the other professions, the 
speaker's private life is but very little minded, so 
there are many things which, though they would 
be accounted nowise unsuitable from the bar or 
in the senate, would be deemed altogether unbe
fitting the pulpit. 

It ought not to be overlooked, on the other 
hand, that there is one peculiarity in the lawyer's 
professional character, which is unfavoumble to 
conviction, and consequently gives him some 
disadvantage both of the senator and the 
preacher. We know that he must defend his 
client, and argue on the side on which he is re
tained. We know also that a trifling and acciden
tal circumstance, which nowise affects the merit 
of the cause, such as a prior application from the 
adverse party, would probably have made him 
employ the same acuteness, and display the same 
fervour, on the opposite side of the question. This 
circumstance, though not considered as a fault in 
the character of the man, but a natural, because 
an ordinary, consequent of the office, cannot fail, 
when renected on, to make us shyer of yielding 
our assent. It removes entirely what was ob
served in the preceding chapter to be of great mo
ment, our belief of the speaker's sincerity. This 
belief can hardly be rendered compatible with the 
knowledge that both truth and right are so com
monly and avowedly sacrificed to interest. I ac
knowledge that an uncommon share of eloquence 
will carry off the minds of most people from at
tending to this circumstance, or at least from pay
ing any regard to it. Yet Antony is represented by 
Cicero, as thinking the advocatc's reputation so 

2•2 Tim. ii. 24, 25. (Au.I 
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delicate, that the practice of amusing himsctr in 
philosophical disputations with his friends is suf
ficient to hurt it, and consequently to affect the 
credibility of his pleadings. Surely the barefaced 
prostitution of his talents, (and in spite of his 
commonness, what else can we call it'?) in sup
porting indifferently, as pecuniary considerations 
determine him, truth or falsehood, justice or in
justice, must have a still worse effect on the opin
ion of his hearers. 

It was affirmed that the consequence of the 
speaker's own character, in furthering or hinder
ing his success, depends in some measure on the 
charncter of those whom he addrcsscth. Herc in
deed it will be found, on inquiry, that the 
preacher labours under a manifest disadvantage. 
Most congregations arc of that kind, as will appear 
from the article immediately succeeding, which, 
agreeably to an observation made in the former 
chapter, very much considers who speaks; those 
addressed from the bar, or in the senate, consider 
more what is spoken. 

Sectio11 II. /11 regard to tl,e Perso11s addressed 

The second particular mentioned as a ground of 
comparison, is the consideration of the character 
of the hearers, or more properly the persons ad
dressed. The necessity which a speaker is under 
of suiting himself to his audience, both that he 
may be understood by them, and that his words 
may have innuencc upon them, is a maxim so ev
ident as to need neither proof nor illustration. 

Now, the first remark that claims our attention 
here is, that the more mixed the auditory is, the 
greater is the difficulty of speaking to them with 
effect. The reason is obvious - what will tend to 
favour your success with one, may tend lo ob
struct it with another. The more various therefore 
the individuals are, in respect of age, rank, for
tune, education, prejudices, the more delicate 
must be the art of preserving propriety in an ad
dress to the whole. The pleader has, in this re
spect, the simplest and the easiest task of all; the 
judges, to whom his oration is addressed, being 
commonly men of the same rank, of similar edu
cation, and not differing greatly in respect of 
studies or attainments. The diff ercncc in these rc
spcct.c; is much more considerable when he ad-
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dresses the jury. A speaker in the house of peers 
hath not so mixed an auditory as one who ha
rangues in the house of commons. And even 
here, as all the members may be supposed to 
have been educated as gentlemen, the audience is 
not nearly so promiscuous as were the popular 
assemblies of Athens and of Rome, to which 
their demagogues declaimed with so much vehe
mence, and so wonderful success. Yet, even of 
these, women, minors, and servants made no 
part. 

We may therefore justly reckon a christian 
congregation in a populous and flourishing city, 
where there is a great variety in rank and educa
tion, to be of all audiences the most promiscuous. 
And though it is impossible that, in so mixed a 
multitude, every thing that is advanced by the 
speaker should, both in sentiment and in expres
sion, be adapted to the apprehension of every in
dividual hearer, and fall in with his particular 
prepossessions, yet it may be expected, that 
whatever is advanced shall be within the reach of 
every class of hearers, and shall not unnecessar 
ily shock the innocent prejudices of any. This is 
still, however, to be understood with the excep · 
tion of mere children, fools, and a few others 
who, through the total neglect of parents or 
guardians in their education, are grossly ignorant. 
Such, though in the audience, are not to be con· 
sidered as constituting a part of it. But how great 
is the attention requisite in the speaker in such an 
assembly, that, whilst on the one hand he avoids, 
either in style or in sentiment, soaring above the 
capacity of the lower class, he may not, on the 
other, sink below the regard of the higher. To at
tain simplicity without flatness, delicacy without 
refinement, perspicuity without recurring to low 
idioms and similitudes, will require his utmost 
care. 

Another remark on this article that deserves 
our notice is, that the less improved in knowl
edge and discernment the hearers are, the easier 
it is for the speaker to work upon their passions, 
and by working on their passions, to obtain his 
end. This, it must be owned, appears, on the other 
hand, to give a considerable advantage to the 
preacher, as in no congregation can the bulk of 
the people be regarded as on a footing, in point of 
improvement, with either house of parliament, or 

with the judges in a court of judicature. It is cer
tain, that the more gross the hearers are, the more 
avowedly may you address yourself to their pas
sions, and the less occasion there is for argument; 
whereas, the more intelligent they are, the more 
covertly must you operate on their passions, and 
the more attentive must you be in regard to the 
justness, or at least the speciousness of your rea
soning. Hence some have strangely concluded, 
that the only scope for eloquence is in hamngu
ing the multitude; that in gaining over to your 
purpose men of knowledge and breeding, the ex
ertion of oratorical talents hath no influence. This 
is precisely as if one should argue, because a 
mob is much easier subdued than regular troops, 
there is no occasion for the art of war, nor is there 
a proper field for the exertion of military skill, 
unless when you are quelling an undisciplined 
rabble. Every body sees in this case, not only 
how absurd such a way of arguing would be, but 
that the very reverse ought to be the conclusion. 
The reason why people do not so quickly per
ceive the absurdity in the other case is, that they 
affix no distinct meaning to the word eloquence, 
often denoting no more by that term than simply 
the power of moving the passions. But even in 
this improper acceptation, their notion is far from 
being just; for wherever there are men, learned or 
ignomnt, civilized or barbarous, there are pas
sions; and the greater the difficulty is in affecting 
these, the more art is requisite. The truth is, elo
quence, like every other art, proposeth the ac
complishment of a certain end. Passion is for the 
most part but the means employed for effecting 
the end, and therefore, like all other means, will 
no further be regarded in any case, than it can be 
rendered conducible to the end. 

Now the preacher's advantage even here, in 
point of facility, at least in several situations, 
will not appear, on reflection, to be so great as 
on a superficial view it may be thought. Let it be 
observed, that in such congregations as were 
supposed, there is a mixture of superior and infe
rior ranks. It is therefore the business of the 
speaker, so far only to accommodate himself to 
one class, as not wantonly to disgust another. 
Besides, it will scarcely be denied that those in 
the superior walks of life, however much by 
reading and conversacion improved in all genteel 
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accomplishments, often have as much need of re
ligious instruction and moral improvement, as 
those who in every other particular arc acknowl
edged to be their inferiors. And doubtless the re
formation of such will be allowed lo be, in one 
respect, of grealer importance, (and therefore 
never to be overlooked,) that in consequence of 
such an event, more good may redound to others, 
from the more extensive influence of their au
thority and example. 

Sectio11 Ill. 111 regard to the Subject 

The third particular mentioned was the subject of 
discourse. This may be considered in a twofold 
view; first, as implying the topics of argument, 
motives, and principles, which arc suited to each 
of the different kinds, and must be employed in 
order to produce the intended effect on the hear
ers; secondly, as implying the persons or things in 
whose favour, or to whose prejudice, the speaker 
purposes to excite the passions of the audience, 
and thereby to influence their detenninations. 

On the first of these articles, I acknowledge 
the preacher hath incomparably the advantage of 
every other public orator. Al the bar, critical ex
plications of dark and ambiguous statutes, quota
tions of precedents sometimes contradictory, and 
comments on jarring decisions and reports, often 
necessarily consume the greater part of the 
speaker's time. Hence the mixture of a sort of 
metaphysics and verbal criticism, employed by 
lawyers in their pleadings, hath come to the dis
tinguished by the name chicmw, a species of rea
soning too abstruse to command attention of any 
continuance even from the studious, and conse
quently not very favourable lo the powers of 
rhetoric. When the argument doth not turn on the 
common law, or on nice and hypercritical expli
cations of the statute, but on the great principles 
of natural right and justice, as sometimes hap
pens, particularly in criminal cases, the speaker is 
much more advantageously situated for cxhibiling 
his rhetorical talcnL-; than in the fonner case. 
When, in consequence of the imperfection of the 
evidence, the question happens to be more a ques
tion of fact than either of municipal law or of nat
uml equity, the pleader hath more advantages than 
in the first case, and fewer than in the second. 
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Again, in the deliberations in the senate, the 
utility or the disadvantages that will probably fol
low on a measure proposed, if it should receive 
the sanction of the legislature, constitute the prin T 
ciplc topics of debate. This, though it sometimes 
leads to a kind or reasoning rather loo complex 
and involved for ordinary apprehension, is in the 
main more favourable lo the display of pathos, 
vehemence, and sublimity than the much greater 
part of the forensic causes can be said lo be. That 
these qualities have been sometimes found in a 
very high degree in the orations pronounced in a 
British senate, is a fact incontrovertible. 

But beyond all question, lhc preacher's sub~ 
ject of argument, considered in itself, is inllnitely 
more lorty and more affecting. The doctrines of 
religion arc such as relate lo God, the adorable 
Creator and Ruler of the world, his attributes, 
government, and law. What science lo be comT 
pared with it in sublimity? It leaches also the ori
gin or man, his primitive dignity, the source of 
his degeneracy, the means of his recovery, the 
eternal happiness that awails the good, and the 
future misery of the impcnilcnt. Is there any kind 
of knowledge in which human creature s arc so 
deeply interested? In a word, whether we con
sider the doclrines of religion or its documcnlii, 
the examples it holds forth to our imitation, or its 
motives, promises, and threatenings, we i.ce on 
every hand a subject that gives a scope for the 
exertion of all the highest powers of rhcloric. 
What arc the sanctions of any human laws, com
pared with the sanctions of the divine law, with 
which we arc brought acquainted by the gospel'! 
Or where shall we find instructions, similitudes, 
and examples, that speak so directly to the heart, 
as the parables and other divine lessons of our 
blessed Lord '! 

In regard to the sccond lhing which I look no
tice of as included under the general term 
s11bjec1, namely the persons or things in whose 
favour, or to whose prejudice lhe speaker intends 
to excite the passions of lhe audience. and 
thereby to influence their determinations, the 
other two have commonly the advantage of the 
preacher. The reason is, that his subject is gener
ally things; theirs, on the contrary, is persons. In 
what regards the painful passions, indignation, 
hatred, contempt. abhorrence, this difference in-
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variably obtains. The preacher's business is 
solely lo excite your detestation of the crime; the 
pleader's business is principully to make you de 
test the criminal. The former paints vice to you in 
all its odious colours; the latter paints the vicious. 
There is a degree of abstraction, and conse . 
quently a much greater degree of attention, requi
site to enable us to form just conceptions of the 
ideas and sentiments of the former; whereas, 
those of the latter, referring to an actual, perhaps 
a living, present, and well -known subject, are 
much more level to common capacity, and there· 
fore not only arc more easily apprehended by the 
understanding, but lake a stronger hold of the 
imagination. It would have been impossible even 
for Cicero to innamc the minds of the people to 
so high a pitch against oppression, considered in 
the abstruct, as he actually did inname them 
against Verrcs the oppressor; nor could he have 
incensed them so much again st trea,wn and con
.\piracy, as he did incen se them again st Catiline 
the traitor and conspirator. The like may be ob· 
served of the effects of this oration s against 
Antony, and in a thousand other instance s. 

Though the occa sions in this way arc more 
frequent at the bar, yet , as the deliberat ions in the 
senate often proceed on the reputation and past 
conduct of individuals, there is commonly here 
also a much better handle for rousing the pas
sion s than that enjoyed by the preacher. How 
much advantage Demo sthenes drew from the 
known character and insidious arts of Philip king 
of Macedon, for influencing the resolves of the 
Athenians, and other Grecian states, those who 
are acquainted with the Philippics of the orator, 
and the history of that period, will be very sen
sible. rn what concerns the pleasing affections, 
the preacher may sometimes, not often, avail 
himself of real human charncters, as in funeral 
sermon s, and in discourse s on the patterns of 
virtue given us by our Saviour, and by those 
saint s of whom we have the history in the sacred 
code. But such example s are comparatively few. 

Sectio11 IV. /11 regard to tl,e Occasio11 

The fourth circumstance mentioned as a ground 
of comparison, is the particular occa sion of 
speaking. And in this I think it evident, that both 

the pleader and the senator have the advantage of 
the preacher. When any important cause comes 
10 be tried before a civil judicatory, or when any 
important question comes to be agitated in either 
house of parliament, as the point to be discussed 
hath generally for some time before been a topic 
of conversation in most companies, perhap s 
throughout the kingdom, (which of itself is suffi 
cient to gibe consequence 10 any thing,) people 
are apprized beforehand of the particular day 
fixed for the discussion. Accordingly, they come 
prepared with some knowledge of the case, a per
suasion of its importance, and a curiosity which 
sharpens their attention, and assists both their un
derstanding and their memory. 

Men go to church without any of these advan 
tages. The subject of the sermon is not known lo 
the congregation, till the minister announce it just 
as he begins, by reading the text. Now, from our 
experience of human nature, we may be sensible 
that whatever be the comparative importance of 
the things themselves, the generality of men can
not here be wrought up, in an instant, to the like 
anxious curiosity about what is to be said, nor 
can be so well prepared for hearing it. It may in
deed be urged, in regard to those subjects which 
come regularly to be discussed at stated times, as 
on public festivals, as well as in regard lo assize 
sermons, charity sermons, and other occasional 
discourses, that these must be admitted as excep
tions. Perhaps in some degree they are, but not 
altogether: for first, lhe precise point to be ar
gued, or proposition to be evinced, is very rarely 
known. The most that we can say is, that the sub
ject will have a relation (sometimes remote 
enough) to such an article of faith, or to the 
obligations we lie under to lhc practice of such a 
duty. But further, if the topic were ever so well 
known, the frequent recurrence of such occa
sions, once a year at least, hath long familiarized 
us to them, and, by destroying their novelty, hath 
abated exceedingly of that ardour which ariseth 
in the mind for hearing a discussion, conceived 
to be of importance, which one never had access 
to hear before, and probably never will have ac
cess to hear again. 

r shall here take notice of another circum
stance, which, without great stretch, may be 
classed under this article, and which likewise 
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gives some advantage lo the counsellor and the 
senator. IL is the opposition and contradiction 
which they expect to meel with. Opponents 
sharpen one another, as iron sharpcneth iron. 
There is not the same spur either to exertion in 
the speaker, or to attention in lhe hearer, where 
there is no conflict, where you have no adversary 
to encounter on equal terms. Mr. Bickerstaff 
would have made but small progress in the sci 
ence of defence, by pushing al the human figure 
which he had chalked upon the wall, in compari
son of what he might have made by the help of a 
fellow combatant of nesh and blood. I do not, 
however, pretend that these cases arc entirely 
parallel. The whole of an adversary's pica may 
be perfectly known, and may, to the satisfaction 
of every reasonable person, be perfectly con
futed, though he hath not been heard by the coun
sel at the bar. 

Sectio11 V. /11 regard to tlie Eud in view 

'\ de , The fiflh and last particular mentioned, and in
,~.,... deed that most important of them all, is the effect 
.... in each specie.,; intended to be produced. The pri-
c.\;, mary intention of preaching is the reformation of 
,........._ mankind. "The grace of God, that bringeth salva-

tion, hath appeared to all men, teaching us that, 
denying ungodliness and worldly lusL,;, we should 
live soberly, righteously, and godly in this present 

I 
world."•9 Reformation of life and manners-of 
all things that which is the most difficult by any 

'- means whatever to effectuate·, 1 may add, of all 
,(,j" tasks ever aucmpted by persuasion, that which 

has the most frequently bafOed its power. 
What is the task of any olher orator compared 

wilh this'! lt is really as nothing at all, and hardly 
deserves to be named. An unjust judge, gradually 
worked on by the resistless force of human elo
quence, may be persuaded, against his inclina • 
tion, perhaps against a previous resolution, to 
pronounce an equitable sentence. All the effect 
on him, intended by the pleader, was merely mo
mentary . The oralor hath had lhe address to em
ploy the lime allowed him in such a manner as to 
secure the happy moment. Notwithstanding lhis, 
there may be no real change wrought upon lhe 
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judge. He may continue the same obdurate 
wretch he was before. Nay, if the sentence had 
been delayed but a single day after hearing lhe 
cause, he would perhaps have given a very dif
ferent award. 

Is it lo be wondered at, that when the passions 
of the people were agitated by the persuasive 
powers of a Demosthenes, whilsl the thunder of 
his eloquence was yel sounding in their cars, the 
orator should be absolute master of their re
solves'! But an apostle or evangelist (for there is 
no anachronism in a bare supposition) might 
have thus addressed the celebrated Athenian, 
"You do, indeed, succeed to admiration, and the 
address and genius which you display in speak
ing justly entitle you to our praise. But however 
great the consequences may be of the measures 
to which, by your eloquence, they arc deter
mined, the change produced in the people is 
nothing, or next lo nothing. If you would be as
certained of the truth of this, allow the assembly 
to disperse immediately after hearing you; give 
them time to cool, and then collecl their votes, 
and it is a thousand to one you shall find that the 
charm is dissolved." 

But very different is lhe purpose of the Christ
ian orator. lt is not a momentary, but a permanent 
effect at which he aims. It is not an immediate 
and favourable suffrage, but a thorough change 
of heart and disposition, that will satisfy his 
view. That man would need to be possessed of 
omlory superior lo human, who would effectu
ally persuade him that stoic to steal no more, the 
sensualist to forego his pleasures, and the miser 
his hoards, the insolent and haughty to become 
meek and humble, lhc vindictive forgiving, the 
cruel and unfeeling merciful and humane. 

I may add to these considerations, that the dif
ficulty lies not only in the permanency, but in the 
very nature of the change to be effected. h is 
wonderful, but it is too well vouched lo admil of 
a doubt, that by the powers of rhetoric you may 
produce in mankind almost any change more eas
ily than this. 1l is not unprecedented that one 
should persuade a multitude, from mistaken mo
tives of religion, lo act the part of ruffians. fools, 
or madmen; lo perpetuate the most extravagant, 
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affection; but where is the eloquence that will 
gain such an ascendant over a multitude, as to 
persuade them, for the love of God, to be wise, 
and just, and good'! Happy the preacher whose 
sermons, by the blessing of Heaven, have been 
instrumental in producing even a few such in
stances! Do but look into the annals of church 
history, and you will soon be convinced of the 
surprising difference there is in the two cases 
mentioned-the amazing facility of the one, and 
the almost impossibility of the other. 

As lo the foolish or mad extravagances, hun · 
ful only to themselves, lo which numbers may be 
excited by the powers of persuasion, the history 
of the nagellants, and even the history of mona 
chism, afford many unquestionable examples. 
But what is much worse, at one time you see Eu
rope nearly depopulated at the persuao;ion of a fa. 
natical monk, iL'i inhabitants rushing armed into 
Asia, in order to fight for Jesus Chri :.t, as they 
termed it, but as it proved in fact, 10 disgrace, as 
far a<; lay in them, the name of Christ and of 
Christian amongst infidels; to butcher those who 
never injured them, and to whose lands they had 
at least no better title than those whom they in
tended, by all possible means, to dispossess; and 
to give the world a melancholy proof, that there 
is no pitch of brutality and rapacity to which the 
passions of avarice and ambition, consecrated 
and innamed by religious enthusiasm, will not 
drive mankind. At another time you see mul
titudes, by the like methods, worked up into a 
fury against innocent countrymen, neighbours, 
friends, and kinsmen, glorying in being most ac• 
tive in cutting the throal,; of those who were for 
merly held dear to them. 

Such were the crusades preached up but too 
effectually, first against the Mahometans in the 
East, and next against Christians whom they 
called heretics, in the heart of Europe. And even 
in our own time, have we not seen new factions 
raised by popular declaimers, whose only merit 
was impudence, whose only engine of innuence 
was calumny and self · praise, whose only moral 
lesson was malevolence'! As to the dogmas 
whereby such have at any time affected to dis
criminate themselves, these arc commonly no 
other than the sl,ibboleth, the watchword of the 
party, worn, for distinction's sake, as a badge, a 

jargon unintelligible alike to the teacher and to 
the learner. Such apostles never fail to make 
proselytes. For who would not purchase heaven 
at so cheap a mte'! There is nothing that people 
can more easily afford. It is only to think very 
well of their leader and of themselves, to think 
very ill of their neighbour, to calumniate him 
freely, and lo hate him heartily. 

I am sensible that some will imagine that this 
account itself throws an insuperable obstacle in 
our way, as from it one will naturally infer, that 
oratory must be one of the most dangerous things 
in the world, and much more capable of doing ill 
than good. It needs but some reflection to make 
this mighty obstacle entirely vanish. - Very little 
eloquence is necessary for persuading people to a 
conduct to which their own depravity hath previ 
ously given them a bias. How soothing is it to 
them not only to have their minds made easy 
under the indulged malignity of their disposition, 
but lo have that very malignity sanctilied with a 
good name! So little of the oratorical talent is re
quired here, that those who court popular ap· 
plause, and look upon it as the pinnacle of human 
glory to be blindly followed by the multitude, 
commonly recur to defamation, especially of su
periors and brethren, not so much for a subject on 
which they may display their eloquence, as for a 
succedancum to supply their want of eloquence, 
a succedaneum which never yet was found to 
fail. I knew a preacher who, from this expedient 
alone, from being long the aversion of the popu
lace, on account of his dulness, awkwardness, 
and coldness, all of a sudden became their idol. 
Little force is necessary to push down heavy bod
ies placed on the verge of a declivity, but much 
force is requisite to stop them in their progress, 
and push them up. 

If a man should say, that because the first is 
more frequently effected than the last, it is the 
best trial of strength, and the only suitable use lo 
which it can be applied, we should at least not 
think him remarkable for distinctness in his 
ideas. Popularity alone, therefore, is no test at all 
of the eloquence of the speaker, no more than ve
locity alone would be of the force of the external 
impulse originally given to the body moving. As 
in this direction of the body, and other circum
stances, must be taken into the account; so in 
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that, you must consider the tendency of the 
teaching, whether it favours or opposes the vices 
of the hearers . To head a sect, to infuse party 
spirit, to make men arrog ant, uncharitable, and 
malevolent, is the easiest task imaginable, and to 
which almost any blockhead is fully equal . But to 
produce the contrary effect, to subdue the spirit 
of faction. and that monster spiritual pride, with 
which it is invariably accompanied , to inspire eq
uity, modcr.ition, and charity into men's senti 
ments and conduct with regard to others, is the 
genuine test of eloquence . Herc its triumph is 
truly glorious, and in its application to this end 
lies it~ great utility: 

The gates of hell arc open night and day; 
Smooth the descent, and easy is the way: 
But to return and view the cheerful skies, 
In this the task and mighty labour lies."" 

Now in regard to the comparison , from which 
I fear l shall be thought to have digressed, be
tween the forensic and senatorian eloquence, and 
that of the pulpit, I must not omit to observe, that 
in what I say of the diff crence of the effect to be 
produced by the last mentioned species, l am to 
be understood as speaking of the effect intended 
by preaching in gcner.il, and even of that which, 
in whole or in part, is, or ought to be, either more 
immediately or more remotely, the scope of all 
discourses proceeding from the pulpit I am, at 
the same time , sensible that in some of these, be
side the ultimate view, there is an immediate and 
outward effect which the sermon is intended to 
produce. This is the case particularly in charity
sermons, and perhaps some other occasional dis
courses. Now of these few, in respect of such im
mediate purpose , we must admit, that they bear a 
pretty close analogy to the pleadings of the advo
cate, and the orations of the senator. 

Upon the whole of the comparison I have 
stated, it appears manifest that, in most of the 
particulars above enumerated, the preacher la
bours under a very great d isadvantage. He hath 
himself a more delicate part to perform than ci-

Jt•Virgil, Aeneid, Bk. VI. trans. John Dryden. (Ee.I.) 
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thcr the pleader or the senator, and a character to 
maintain which is much more easily injured. The 
auditors, though rarely so accomplished as to re
quire the same accuracy of composition, or 
acuteness of reasoning, as may be expected in the 
other two. arc more various in age, rank, taste, in
clinations, sentiments . prejudices, to which he 
must accommodate himself. And if he derives 
some advantages from the richness, the variety, 
and the nobleness of the principles, motives, and 
arguments with which his subject furnishes him, 
he derives also some inconveniences from this 
circumstance, that almost the only engine by 
which he can operate on the passions of his hear
ers, is the exhibition of abstrnct qualities, virtues, 
and vices, whereas that chieOy employed by 
other orators is the exhibition of real persons, the 
virtuous and the vicious . Nor arc the occasions of 
his addresses to the people equally fitted with 
those of the senator and of the pleader for excit
ing their curiosity and riveting their attention. 
And, finally, the task assigned him, the effect 
which he ought ever to have in view, is so great, 
so important, so durable, as seems to bid defiance 
to the strongest efforts of oratorical genius. 

Nothing is more common than for people . I 
suppose without reOccting, to express their won
der that there is so little eloquence amongst our 
preachers , and that so little success attends their 
preaching. As to the last, their success, it is a 
matter not to be ascertained with so much preci
sion as some appear fondly to imagine. The evil 
prevented, as well as the good promoted, ought 
here, in all justice, to come into the reckoning. 
And what that may be, it is impossible in any 
supposed circumstances lo determine. As to the 
first, their eloquence, 1 acknowledge that for my 
own part, considering how rare the talent is 
among men in general, considering all the disad
vantages preachers labour under , not only those 
above enumerated, but others, arising from their 
different situations, particularly considering the 
frequency of this exercise, together with the other 
duties of their office, to which the fixed pastors 
arc obliged, I have been for a long time more dis
posed to wonder , that we hear so many instruc
tive and even eloquent sermons, than that we 
hear so few. 
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